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PREFACE 
The present thesis entitled "SOME SEQUENCE SPACES AND THEIR 
GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES" is an out come of my researches that I have been 
persuing since Dec 11, 2000 under the esteemed supervision of Prof. Mursaleen, 
Department of Mathematics, Ahgarh Mushm University, Aligarh. 
It has been my proud privilege to have acomplished my research under the 
able supervision of Prof. Mursaleen who has made valuable contribution in the 
subject. I have great pleasure in taking this opportunity of acknowledging my 
deep sense of gratitude and high indebtedness to Prof. Mursaleen to whom I 
owe more than I can possibly express, for his inspiring guidance , constant help 
and encouragement throughout the completion of the present thesis. 
Sequence spaces play an important role in various fields of Real Analysis, 
Complex Analysis, Functional Analysis and Topology. These are very useful 
tools in demonstrating abstract concepts through constructing examples and 
counter examples. The topic "Sequence Spaces" is very broad in its own sense as 
one can study from various point of views, e.g. Schauder decomposition, a—, /3—, 
and 7 — duals, matrix transformations, measures of noncompactness, topological 
properties and geometric properties. The central theme of the present thesis 
is the study of some geometric properties for some new sequence spaces. We 
have also considered the problems of matrix transformations and measures of 
noncompactness. 
First chapter is introductory in which we have made a collection of many 
definitions and notations which form the background of the subsequent chapters. 
In Chapter II we define the vector-valued generalized Cesaro sequence 
space Ces{X,p,q) and study matrix transformations from Ces{X,p,q) in to the 
Maddox sequence spaces l{q), looiq), Moo{q) and loo{q). 
Chapters III and IV deal with the problems of computing the Hausdorff 
measure of noncompactness for any bounded subset of the Riesz sequence space 
rp{q) and also evaluate the Hausdorff measure of noncompactness of an op-
erator on the spaces rp{q) and lp{A) associated with some matrix transformations. 
Chapters V , VI , and VII have been devoted to study some geometric 
properties, e.g., property(//) and Banach-Saks typep, property (/3), Banach-Saks 
property and property (k — NUC) of some newly defined sequence spaces. 
In Chapter VIII we define the notion of strong summability by a Musielak-
Orhcz function and examine its relationship with A - statistical convergence. 
In the last Chapter, that is Chapter IX, we extend the space m(0) to 
m{M^(f>,p) which is closely related to the Orlicz sequence space IM and study 
some of its topological properties and inclusion relations with some other related 
sequence spaces. 
Towards the end of the thesis an exhaustive bibhography of the publications 
has been given to which references have been made in respective chapters. 
I wish to express my sincere thanks to Prof. Z.U. Ahmad (Retired), M.Sc, 
D.Phil, D.Sc, Department of Mathematics, Aligarh Muslim University, Ahgarh, 
for his valuable advice and enthusiastic direction, due to which I could complete 
the work of my thesis. 
I am also thankful to Prof. M. Z. Khan (Chairman) and Prof. S.M.A. 
Zaidi (Ex-Chairman), Department of Mathematics, Ahgarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh, for providing necessary faciUties to carry out my researches. 
Last but not the least, my special thanks and gratitude must go to my 
parents, brothers and sisters for their inspiration, continuous encouragement and 
help throughout my studies. 
June 15, 2004. ^ t 
(Vakeel Ahmad khan) 
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CHAPTER I 
PRELIMINARIES 
The primary aim of this section is to recall some basic notations and defini-
tions on some sequence spaces of which we shall make frequent use in the rest of 
this work without further references. 
1. Sequence Spaces and Related Concepts 
1.1. Classical Sequence Spaces 
Let N, R and € be the sets of all natural, real and complex numbers 
respectively. We write 
oj := ^x = (xfc) : Sfe e i? or C}, the space of all real or complex sequences. 
Coo := The space of finite sequences, i.e. of all sequences terminating in zeros. 
loo '•= {x € (jJ : sup |xfc| < 00}, the space of all bounded sequences . 
k 
c := {x E OJ : liinxfc — I, I E C], the space of all convergent squences . 
k 
Co := {a; = {xk) '• livaxk = 0}, the space of all null sequences. 
k 
(^ := {x E u! : sup (x" — x'^\ —>• 0, as n,m ^ oo},the space of all Cauchy 
sequences. 
However, by well esteblished convention we define, 
cs := <x E u; : '^Xk converges > , the space of convergent series. 
bs := ix E (JO : {J2^k) £ '00 [ , the space of bounded series. 
li := {x E u : J2\xk\ < 00}, the space of absolutely convergent series. 
k 
Ip := {x E u! : Y^ \xk\^ < 00} (p > 0), the space of absolutely p-summable 
k 
sequences. 
For various details of these classical sequence spaces we refer to Maddox 
[41],[43] and Malkowsky and Radocevic [51]. 
1.2. Maddox Sequence Spaces 
The following subspaces of u were first introduced and discussed by Simons 
[63], and Maddox [39],[42]. 
l{p):={xEuj:Z\xk\'"' < oo}, 
k 
'oo(p) •.= {xeuj: sup Ixkl^" < oo}, 
it 
c{p) := {x €u : lim \xk - /j^* = 0, for some I e €}, 
co{p) := {x e u : \im\xk\'"' = 0 , }, 
k 
where p — (pk) is a sequence of striclty positive real numbers. 
Let X be a Banach space. Let W{X) and ^{X) respectively denote the 
space of all sequences in X and the space of all finite sequences in X. We write 
X = (xk) with Xk E. X for aU. k E N. A sequence space in X is linear subspace 
of W(X). Let p = (pk) be a bounded sequence of positive real numbers , the X 
- valued sequence spaces CQ{X,P), c{X,p), l^{X,p), l{X,p), l^{X,p), Er{X,p) 
and Fr{X,p) are defined by 
co{X,p) := {x = (xk) : lim WxkW"" = 0}, 
fc~+oo 
c{X,p) := {x = {xk) : lim lbfc-a||P* = 0 for some a E X}, 
fc-+oo 
loo{X,p) := {x = (xk) : sup JliCfcll^ *^  < oo}, 
k 
oo 
l{X,p):={x = ixk):j:\\xk\r<oo}, 
fc=i 
o o -I A: 
CesiX,p) := {x = (xk) : $ : ( ^ ^ | | x „ | | r < oo}, 
fc=l '^ n = l 
!^i^,p) •= {x = {xk) : hm \\SkXk\\ = 0 for each (Sk) E CQ}, 
Er{X,p) := {x = [xk) : sup A; ''||a;fc||'''' < oo}, 
k 
oo 
Fr{X,p) := {x = (xk) : Y.f^'lM'"' < oo}, 
fc=i 
Moo(X,p) := {a: = (x,) : Y.^'/^'W^kW < ~ } . 
it 
These spaces have been considered by various authors(cf [67],[64],[66],[65],and 
[73]). 
1.3. Linear Metric and Paranormed Spaces 
A linear metric space {X, d) is a hnear space X with a translation invariant 
metric d on X such that addition and scalar multipHcation are continuous in 
(X,d). 
A paranorm is a function g : X —^ R defined on a linear space X such that 
for all x,y,z e X, 
(PI) g{x) = Oifx = e, 
{P2)g{-x)=g{x), 
{P3)gix + y)<g{x)+g{y), 
(P4) If (An) is a sequence of scalars with A„ —>• A (n -> oo) and Xn,a E X 
with Xn —>• a (n -^ oo) , in the sense that g{xn — a) -> 0 (n —^ oo) , in the sense 
that g(XnXn — Xa) -> 0 (n —)• oo). 
A paranorm g for which g{x) = 0 imphes a; = ^ is called a total paranorm on 
X, and the pair {X,g) is called a totally paranormed space. If we suppose that 
{X,d) is a Unear metric space and for each a; G X let us define g{x) = d{x,9) 
where 9 is the zero element in X, then it is straightforward to check that the 
properties of d imply the above properties of g. 
Remark, (i) If {X, g) is a totally paranormed space , then it follows readily 
that d defined by d{x,y) = g{x — y) is such that {X,d) is a linear metric space . 
(ii) A hnear metric space and a totally paranormed space are really the same 
thing, hkewise linear semimetric space and a paranormed space are eqivalent. 
1.4. F/<:-Spaces 
(i) A sequence space X with linear topology is called a i<'-space if each of the 
maps P, : X —> C defined by Pi{x) ~ Xj is continuous for i = 1, 2, • • -. 
(ii) A Frechet space is a complete linear metric space, or equivalently , a com-
plete totally paranormed space. In otherwords a locally convex space is 
called a Prechet space if it is metrizable paranormed space and the Frechet 
space is complete. 
(iii) K -space X is called an •FJ<'-space if X is complete linear metric space. 
In otherwords we say that X is an Fi<'-space if X is Frechet space with 
continuous coordinate projection, we mean if a;^ ") —)• x (n —>• oo) in the 
metric of X then x^^' —> x^ (n -> oo) for each k ^ N. That is, for each 
k E N, the linear functional Pk{x) = Xk is such that Pk is continuous on X, 
i.e. X is K-space. Note that w is a locally convex FK space with its usual 
metric. A BK-sp&ce is a normed FK-space. 
1.5. Schauder Basis and AK, AD, v4B-Spaces 
A Hamel base is free of topology. In certain problems it is useful to have a 
concept of basis which allows us to express, uniquely, an element x as an infinite 
series 
k 
This idea automatically involves convergence and have some kind of topology. 
A Schauder basis for a hnear metric space is a sequence {bk) such that for 
any vector x there exists a unique sequence (A )^ of scalars such that 
oo 
k=l 
The series Y, ^kh which converges to x is called the expansion of x. We shall use 
k 
the word "basis" to mean "Schauder basis". For a finite dimensional space the 
concepts of Schauder and Hamel bases coincide. In CQO, with the metric of CQ, (e^) 
is both a Schauder and Hamel basis,where ej = (1,0,0,0,-- •), 62 = (0,1.0,0,- • •) 
etc. 
An FK - space X D (j) has AK if , for every sequence x = (xk) € X, 
x = Y,^ke'^''\ 
k=l 
that is 
a;'"'= f^ XfceC')-> X (/^-^ oo), 
where, a;'"' is the n-th section of x , and X has AD if <;A is dense in X. 
An F/C-space X D 0 is said to have AB if x'"' is a bounded set in X 
for every x E X. The notation >!/<' arises from the German words Abschinitts-
Konvergenz(Sectional Convergence ), AD from Abschnitts dicht(Sectional 
Dense), and AB from Abschinitts-beschrankte(Sectional Boundedness). 
Remark. Every AK space has AD. The converse is not true in general. 
Examples. The spaces u, CQ and Ip {I < p < oo) have AK, but the spaces 
c and o^o do not have. 
2. Some Inequalities 
The following inequalities will be useful (see [41] and [26]). 
2.1. The Triangle Inequality 
For any a,beC,\a + b\< \a\ + \b\. 
2.2. Holder's Inequality 
Let p > 1, l/p+ 1/9 = 1, Oi,---,o„ > 0 and fci,--- ,fcn > 0. Then 
n / n \ 1/P / n \ V? 
Also, 
k=l \k=l J 
2.3. Minkowski's Inequality 
Let p > 1, Oi, • • • ,On > 0 and h,- • • ,bn > 0. Then 
where sums run from k = 1 to k = n. 
2.4. Let 0 < p < 1, ai ,--- ,an > 0 and 6i,---,6„ > 0. Then 
ti^k+hr<f:ia,Y+j:ihY. 
k=l k=l 
Inequalities 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4 yield the following frequently used results valid 
for complex ak,bk : 
(E ia.+hn^^ < iZi\a,n'/' + (E(|fcfcr)^ /^  ip > i), 
E i«fc+bk\' < E i^^r+E h\'' (0 < p < !)• 
2.5. For any £? > 0 and any two complex numbers a,b (see Maddox [40] 
and Maddox and Willey [44]), 
(i) |a6| < E ( |a | '£;- ' + m , (p > 1,1/p + l/q = 1), 
(ii) |a|P - |6|P <\a + 6|P < |a|P + |6|P (0 < p < 1), 
(iii) |A|P<max(l,|A|) (0 < p < 1), 
where A is complex scalar, and for p = (p^), a strictly positive real se-
quences, such that H = supp^ < oo, 
|A|P'= <max(l , |A|^) . 
3. Modular Spaces and Orlicz Spaces 
Let X be a real vector space . A functional ^ : X —>• [0,oo] is called a 
modular if 
{i) g{x) = 0 if and only if a; = ^; 
(M) g{ax) = Q{X) for all scalar a with \a\ = 1; 
(m) Q{ax+Py) < Q{x)+Q{y), for all x , y e A" and a, P > OwithQ+/3 = 1. 
If ^ is a modular in X , we define 
Xp:={xeX : lim Q(XX) = 0} 
and 
X* := {x e X : g{Xx) < oo for some A > 0}. 
It is clear that Xg C. X* If ^ is a convex modular, for x E Xg we define 
(1.1) ||a:|| = i n f { A > 0 : ^ ( ^ ) < l } 
It is known that if ^ is a convex modular on X , then Xg = X* and 11.11 is a 
norm on Xg for which it is a Banach space. The norm ||.{| defined as in (1.1) is 
cUled the Luxemburg norm. 
A function M : R —¥ [0,oo) is said to be an OrUcz funcion if it is even, 
convex, continuous and vanishing only at zero. If convexity of M is replaced by 
subadditivity, then this function is called a modulus function (see Maddox [38]). 
We define the OrUcz sequence space as follows : (see [6], [37]and [54]) 
IM := {x = {xk) € a; : QM{CX) = ^ M{cxk) < oo for some c > 0}, 
fc=i 
where QM{X) ^ ^ M{\xk\). 
We consider lf4 equipped with the Luxemburg norm 
X 
\\x\\ = inf{e > 0 : QM{-) < !} • 
Let HM denote the subspace i.e. 
hM = {x = (xk) : QM{CX) < oo for any c > 0}. 
It is known that IM is a BK-space and h^ is a closed subspace of IM-
We say that an Orlicz function M satisfies the 62-condition {M e 62 for short) 
if there exist constants k >2 and wo > 0 such that 
M(2M) < KM(u) 
whenever \u\ < t/o-
It is known that if M E S2, then hj^ — IM (see [6] ). 
The space IM is closely related to the space Ip , which is an Orlicz sequence 
space with M{x) = x^ for I < p < 00. 
A sequence M = (Mk) of Orlicz functions is called a Musielak-Orlicz 
function. In addition, a Musielak - Orlicz function // = (Nk) is called a 
complementary function of a Musielak - Orlicz function Ai if 
Nk{v) = snp{\v\u - Mk{u) : u > 0}, fc = 1,2, • • • 
For a given Musielak-Orlicz function Ai, the Musielak-Orhcz sequence space 
ZjK and its subspace hj^ are defined as follows : 
IM '•— {x Eu>: IM{^^) < 00 for some c > 0}, 
hM '•= {x eu : /JM(CX) < 00 for all c > 0}, 
where IM is a convex modular defined by 
00 
IM{X) = Y^ Mk{xk), X = (xfc) € IM-
k=l 
We consider IM equipped with the Luxemburg norm 
| | x | | = i n f { f c > 0 : 7 A , ( ^ ) < l } 
or equipped with the Orlicz norm 
11x11° = inf{^(l + lM{kx)) : k > 0}. 
9 
A Musielak - Orlicz function M satisfies the (^2-copdition {M E 62 for short) 
if there exist constants K > 2,UQ > 0 and a sequence [ck) of positive numbers 
00 
such that I] Cfc < cx) and the inequahty 
k=l 
Mk{2u) < KMk{u) + Ck 
hold for every k e N and ue R satisfying Mk{u) < UQ. 
If M E 62 and J^ e 82, then we write M E 62^62. It is known that Ij^ = h^ 
if and only \i M. E52 (see[54]). Moreover we say that a Musielak-Orlicz function 
M = (Mk) satiisfies conditions (*) if for any e 6 (0,1), there exists S > 0 such 
that 
Mk{{l + S)u) < 1 whenever Mfc(w) < 1 - e for all fc € A^  and u e R. 
An Orlicz function M is said to satisfy (^A-condition for all values u if there 
exists a constant K > 0 such that 
(Au) < K\M{u) for all w > 0 and A > 1. 
Remark., Note that neither J^—condition implies J2—condition nor con-
versely. 
For example , let M{u) = u^ . Then it satisfies 82— condition with K = 4, 
but for A = 5 it does not satisfy 8x— condition . On the other hand if /sT = 3 and 
A = 2, then M satisfies 8\— condition but not ^2" condition. 
4. Geometric Properties 
In this section we define the following geometric properties of a Banach space 
X. By B{X) and S{X), we denote the closed unit ball and the unit sphere of X, 
respectively. For details we refer to [6]. 
4 .1 . Convexity 
A continuous function / : R ^ R\s called convex if 
'u + v\ M{u) + M{v) (4.1.1) / ( ^ ) < 
for all u,v e R. If in addition, the two sides of (4.1.1) are not equal for all 
u ^ V, then we call / strictly convex. 
10 
4.2. Uniform Convexity 
A continuous function / : R -^ R is said to be uniformly convex if for any 
e > 0 and any UQ > 0 there exists some S > 0 such that 
/ ( ^ ) < ( i - ^ ) 
M{u) + M{v) 
2 
for all u, V € jR satisfying |M - u| > e max{|u|, |u|} > e UQ. 
A Banach space {X, ||.||) is called uniformly convex (UC) (cf [8]) if, for each 
e > 0, there is (5 > 0 such that , for x,y e S{X), the inequality ||a; — 2/|| > e 
implies 
(1) \\^-{x + y)\\<l-S. 
4.3. Nearly Uniform Convexity and A;-Nearly Uniform Convexity 
A Banach space {X, ||.||) is called reflexive if the closed unit ball 
B{X) := {x e X : \\x\\ < 1} 
is weakly sequentially compact, that is , every sequence in B{X) contains a 
weakly convergent subsequence whose weak limit belongs to B{X). Every finite 
dimentional normed space is reflexive. 
A sequence (xn) is said to be an e - separated sequence if, for some £ > 0, 
sep{xn) = inf{||a;„ - x,„|| •.n^m}>e. 
A Banach space X is said to be nearly uniformly convex (write (NUC)) if 
for every e > 0 there exists 6 € (0,1) such that for every sequence (a;„) C B{X) 
with sep{xn) > e, we have 
conv{xn) n ((1 — 6)B{X)) / 0, where ccmv{xn) is the convex hviU of (x^). 
Huff [27] proved that every (NUC) Banach space is reflexive and it has pro-
prty (//). 
11 
A Banach space X is said to be k - nearly uniformly convex (write {k — 
NUC)) if for every e > 0 there exists ^ > 0 such that for every sequence {xn) C 
B{X) with sep{xn) > e there are ni,n2, ••• ,nk EN such that 
I •'^ni I 2/JJ2 T • • • "T Xfi^ 
<1-S. 
Clearly k — NUC Banach spaces are NUC but converse is not true in general 
(see[34]). 
4.4. Extreme Points and Rotundity 
A point X e S{X) is called 
(a) an extreme point if for every y,z e S{X) ,2x = y + z implies y = z. 
(b) an //-point if for any sequence (x„) in X such that | |a;n| | —>• 1 as n -:• oo , the 
weak convergence of (x„) to XQ (write a;„-^a:o) implies that ||a;„ — XQH —> 0 
as n —> oo . 
A Banach space X is said to be rotund if every point of S{X) is an extreme 
point. Note that X is rotund if and only if it is strictly convex [6]. 
A Banach space X is said to be fully fc-rotund (write kR) (see[17]) if for 
every sequence {x^) C B{X), 
Ikn,+a;„2+--- + a;„J|-^A; as ni,n2,-• • ,njt-^ oo 
implies (x^) is convergent. 
It is well known that UC => kR => {k + l)R, and kR spaces are reflexive and 
rotund, and it is easy to see that k — NUC => kR. 
4.5. Drop Property(D) 
For any x ^ B{X), the drop property determined by x is the set 
D{x, B{X)) = c(mv{{x} U B{X)). 
A Banach space X has the drop property (write (£)))(see[13,58]) if for every 
closed set C disjoint with B{X) there exists an element x E C such that 
D{x,B{X))nC = {x}. 
12 
4.6. Property (^) 
A Banach space X has property {(3) if and only if, for every e > 0, there 
exists S > 0 such that, for each element x e B{X) and each sequence (a;„) in 
B(X) with sep(xn) > e, there is an index k such that 
X + Xk 
<l-6. 
4.7. Property (H) 
Let X be a Banach space and x E S{X). U Xn E X, Xn ^ x weakly and 
lla^ nll —> \\x\\ = 1 imply Xn —>• a; in norm, then we call x an H - point of B{X). 
If every point in S{X) is an /f — point of B{X), then we say that X has the 
property (//). 
4.8. Banach-Saks property 
A Banach space X is said to have the Banach-Saks property if every bounded 
sequence (a;„) in X admits a subsequence (2„) such that the sequence {tk{z)) is 
convergent in norm in X (see [5]), where 
tk{z) = -j:{zi + Z2 + -'- + Zk). 
Kakutani[28] proved that any uniformly convex Banach space X has the 
Banach-Saks property. Moreover , he also proved that if X is a reflexive Banach 
space and there is 6 E (0,2) such that for every sequence (xn) in S{X) weakly 
convergent to zero, there are ni,n2 E N satisfying ||a;„j -|- Xnall < 0, then X has 
the Banach-Saks property. 
A Banach space X is said to have the weak Banach-Saks property whenever 
given any weakly null sequence (x„) C X there exists a subsequence (2„) of (a;„) 
such that the sequence {tk{z)) converges to zero strongly. 
Let 1 < p < oo. A Banach space is said to have the Banach-Saks type p, if 
every weakly null sequence has a subsequence (xk) such that for some C > 0 
II Xk II < CUP for all n = 1,2,... (see H.Knaust[30]). 
A Banach space X is said to have the Kadak-Klee property (see[35]) if every 
weakly convergent sequence on the unit sphere is convergent in norm. 
13 
4.9. Fixed Point Property and Schur Property 
A Banach space X has the (weak) fixed point property if every nonexpansive 
self-mapping defined on a (weakly)compact convex subset of X has a fixed point. 
For a sequence [xn) C X, we define 
^((^n)) =Jim^inf{||a;i + Xj|| : i, j >n,i^j]. 
In [29], the following new geometric constant connected with packing constant 
(see[34]) and with the Banach-Saks property was given : 
C{X) = sup{A((a;n)) : (a^ n) is a weakly null sequence in S{X)}. 
In [21],Garcia-Falset introduce the following coefficient 
R{X) = sup{ lim inf || x„ - x || : (i„) C B(X),Xn^O,x € B{X)}. 
A Banach space X has the Schur property if every weakly convergent se-
quence is norm convergent (strongly convergent) in X. 
Remark. A Banach spaceX with R{X) < 2 has the weak fixed point prop-
erty (see [22]). 
4.10. Gurarii's modulus of convexity 
For a normed Unear space E, the Gurarii's modulus of convexity is defined 
as (see Gurarii [24] and Sanchez and Ullan [60] ) 
PE{£) = inf{l - ^mf ^ || Xx + (1 - X)x ||: x,y e S{E), || x - y ||= e}; 0 < e < 2. 
5. Class of matrices 
Let X and Y be two non - empty subsets of the space u. Let A — (a„fc) , 
(n, fc = 1,2,3, • • •) be an infinite matrix with elements of real or complex numbers. 
We write 
k 
Then Ax = [An{x)) is called the A — transform of x. 
hmj4x = hm An{x), whenever it exists. 
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li X E X implies Ax e Y, we say that A defines a (matrix) transformation 
from X into Y, denoted by A : X —> Y. By {X, Y) we mean the class of matrices 
A such that A : X -^ Y. By {X, Y; P) we mean the subset of (X, Y) for which 
limits or sums are preserved . We also write {X, Y)reg for [X, Y\ P) if 
Mm X = hm Ax for x E X. 
6. Continuous and Kothe-Toeplitz Duals 
Le X and F be Banach spaces. Then B{X^Y) is the set of all continuous 
linear operators L : X t^Y, o. Banach space with the operator norm defined by 
| |L | |=sup{ | |L(a ; ) | | : | | x | |< l {LeB{X,Y))]. 
If F = C then we write X* = B{X,€) for the space of continuous linear 
functionals on X with its norm defined by 
| | / | | = s u p { | ( x ) | : | | a ; | | < l } (f E X*). 
We recall that a linear operator L : X t-^ Y is called compact if D(L) = X for 
the domain of L and if, for every bounded sequence (x„) in X, the sequence Z/(x„)) 
has a convergent sequence in Y. It is well known (cf. [72,Theorem 4.2.8, p.87]) 
that if X and Y are BK spaces and A E {X, Y) then LA € B{X, Y) where LA is 
defined by LA{X) = A{x) for all x € X; we denote this by (X, Y) C B{X, Y). 
If X is a sequence space then we denote the continuous dual space of X by 
X*, that is, the set of all continuous hnear functionals on X (see [41] p.113). 
We denote the absolute Kothe-Toeplitz dual or (a — dual) and generalized 
Kothe-Toeplitz dual or (/? - dual) by X" and X^ respectively, defined by : 
X" = {a e a; : ^ \akXk\ < oo, for all x e X}, 
k 
and 
X'^ = {a E oj : ^ akX^ converges, for all x E X} , (see [40] and [46]). 
k 
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7. Measures Of Noncompactness 
If X and Y are metric spaces , then f : X t-^ Y is a compact map if f{Q) is 
relatively compact (i.e., if the closure of f{Q) is a compact subset of Y) subset of 
Y for each bounded subset Q of X . In this section we investigate , when in some 
special cases , an operator LA is compact . Our investigations use the measure 
of noncompactness. 
Recall that if Q is a bounded subset of a metric space X. Then the Hausdorff 
measure of noncompactness (see [4], [23]) of Q is denoted by xiQ)^ ^^^ 
x{Q) = inf {e > 0 : (5 has a finite e — net in X} . 
The function x is called the Hausdorff measure of noncompactness. For its 
properties , see [2], [4] or [50]. 
The following properties of the Hausdorff measure of noncompactness are 
well known . Let Q , Qi and Q2 be bounded subsets of the metric space X.Then 
(cf. [51], Lemma 2.11,p.l68) 
1- xiQ) = 0 if and only if Q is totally bounded , 
2- xiQ) = x{Q)> where Q is the closure of Q , 
3. Q, C Q2 impUes xiQi) < x{Q2), 
4. xiQi U Q2) = ma^{xiQi),x{Q2)}, 
5. x{Qir\Q2)<mm{x{Qi),x{Q2)}. 
If X is a normed space , then the function x ^as some additional properties 
connected to the linear structure of X. For instance , we have (cf. [51],Theorem 
2.12 , p.l69) 
1. x{Qi + Q2)<x{Qi) + x{Q2), 
2. xiQ + x)= xiQ) for each xeX, 
3. X(AQ) = \MxiQ) for each A € C, 
4- xiQ) = x(co((5))) where coiQ) is the convex hull of Q. 
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Let ki and ifca be the Hausdorff measures of noncompactness on the Banach 
spaces X and Y, respectively. An operator L : X y-^ Y is said to be (ki,k2)-
bounded if 
L{Q) e MY for each QeMx, 
and there exists a real k with 0 < fc < oo such that 
k2{L{Q)) < kkiiQ) for each QeMx, 
where Mx, My, denote the set of all nonempty and bounded subsets of a metric 
space {X,d) and {Y,d). 
If an operator L is {ki,k2)- bounded then the number ||L||fci,fc2 defined by 
||L||;t„fc, = inf{A; > 0 : k2{L{Q)) < kki{Q) for each Q € Mx} 
is called (ki, ^2)- operator norm of L, or {ki, ^2)- measure of noncompactness of 
L, or simply measures of noncompactness of L. 
If fci = ^2 = k, then we write ||L||fc instead of HHIfc,*:. 
If X and Y are normed spaces , and L e B(X, Y), then the Hausdorff mea-
sure of noncompactness of L, denoted by ||L||;^, is defined by \\L\\x = x{L{B)), 
where B = {x e X : ||a;|| < 1} is the unit ball in X . Furthermore, L is compact 
if and only if ||L||;, = 0, and ||L||;, < ||L||. 
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CHAPTER II 
GENERALIZED CESARO VECTOR- VALUED 
SEQUENCE SPACE AND MATRIX 
TRANSFORMATIONS 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter we define the generaUzed Cesaro vector-valued sequence space 
Ces{X,p,q) and study matrix transformations from Ces{X,p,q) into sequence 
spaces l{q), /00(g), Moo{q) and l^{q). 
Denote by (ej) the natural basis in u). Given p 6 (l,oo), by a Cesaro 
sequence space (see[12]), we mean 
cesp=lxeu: \\x\\ = f E f- E I^Wl) ) < °° [ • 
For more details , we refer to [36,62]. 
Let X be a Banach space. Let p = {pk) and q = (qk) be bounded sequences 
of positive real numbers and write 
n 
Qn = E9*' (neN), 
k=0 
the Cesaro vector - valued sequence space is defined by 
Ces{X,p,q) = {x = (xk), Xk E X : Y,{-- ^ lkna;„ | | r < 00}, 
Jt=l ^ * n = l 
Remark 1.1. Note that if gjt = 1 for each k then Ces{X,p,q) is reduced 
to Ces{X,p). 
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2, (3 - dual 
In this section we determine the (5- dual of Ces{X,p,q). 
Proposition 2.1. Let (fk) be a sequence of continuous linear functionals 
on X and p = (pk) of positive real numbers with pfc > 1 and ^ + ^ = 1 for all 
oo 
k e N. Then X) fk{xk) converges for all x — (xk) E Ces{X,p, q) if and only if 
* = ! 
<x> 
E(sup||/n||.Qfc)''=9fc^5-*''<oo, for some BeN. 
Proof. Suppose that E (sup||/n||.<5fe)**'9j^ B"**^  < oo for some BeN 
k=l n 
then for each x = {xk) G Ces{X,p,q) 
oo oo - 1 
E\hM\<i:\\M\-Q>'B-'B.^\\qkXk\\, 
oo 1 
< E[(\\M\-Q>'y'<ik'B-'^+B^^{—\\qkXk\\n 
k=l ^k 
oo 1 
jfc=i k Qk 
oo oo 1 
= Ei^^pm\-Qk)Sk'B-'^+Y.{B^^{—\\qkXk\\r 
k=l k k=l Vfc 
oo oo 1 fe 
< Ei^^pWhW-QkY'qk'B-'^+B'^Yli^EW^nXnWr, 
k=l « fc=l V*: n = l 
< OO, where G = supp^. 
k 
oo 
Thus E fk{xk) converges. 
fc=i 
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Conversely suppose that ^ fki^k) converges for each x = (xk) G 
k=l 
Ces{X,p,q). Choose a scalar sequence (t^) with \tk\ = 1 such that fk{tkXk) = 
oo 
|/*(2;fc)| y k e N. Since (tkXk) € Ces{X,p,q) by assumption we have X) fkih^k) 
fc=i 
converges then 
(2.1) ;^|/fc(a:fc)|<oo V x = (xk) e Ces{X,p,q). 
fc=i 
oo 
We want to show that 3 B eN such that X) (sup ||/„||.Qfc)''=9;r^~** < ^• 
k=l n 
On contrary, suppose that 
(2.2) J^i^npWUW.QkY'q^'b-'^' = oo, \/ beN, 
k=i " 
which implies that for each ko E N 
(2.3) £ (snpWfnW-QkY'q^^'" = cx), V 6^  € JV. 
k>ko " 
Prom (2.3) we can choose 62 > ^i and 62 > 2^ and ^2 > fci such that 
(2.4) E - ( s u p | | / „ | | . g . ) W = > A : ^ 
fei<*;<fc2 " 
Continuing this process, we have 1 = ko < ki < k2 < • • • and 61 < 62 < 
, • • •; 6i > 2* such that 
E (sup||/„||.gfe)''=gfc-^6r'=>fc2. 
Choose Xk in X with H j^tl) = 1 such that 
E (sup \fn{xn)\.Qky''q:'b-''' > k^ for all i e N. 
Let ai = E (sup|/„(x„)|.Qfc)*'=9j^i6-**= and y = (j/^), j/jt = 
*;i_l<fc<Jfci n 
a~^{sup\fr,{Xr,)\.QkY''.qk^\fk{xk)\-^Xk, when /Ci_i < k < ki. Then we have 
n 
to show that y e Ces{X,p,q). Let a = sup|/„(s„)|, we have two cases. 
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Case I : a < 1 
Let Ki^k and K2,k be partitions of {1,2, • • •, / :}, such that if j € Ki^k then 
\fj{xj)\ < I'and if j e K2,k then | / ,(x,) | > 1 V j = 1,2, • • •, fc. Now 
[ E i^J:\\Wi\\r]^= E (7^Elk<^(sup | /„ (x„) |Q, ) '^97N/ , (x , ) | -^x , | | )^ 
= [ E 7^(E«rv^-^V|/i{^i)r'n* ;ihn = i 
<I E i ( E a r ^ Q i 1 / i ( ^ i ) r r ] * ; a*^<a< l , i , > l 
fc<_l<fc<fci ^k j=l 
1 fc SUptfc SUptfc 
< [ E 7^(E«r^-Q.'" l/i(^i)|-^r]« ;Q;^  < Ql^ ' < Q."" , V fc e N. 
ki-i<k<ki ^k j=l 
So we have, 
= [ E p ^ C E <^7'Qk\fji^j)\-'+ E ^7'Qk\M^j)\-'r]^; L = snpt,, 
ki-i<k<ki ^k jeKi^^ jsK2,i, *: 
<[ E ^(E ^T'QkCr]^+i E (4^( E «r^^'i/i(^i)rr]*. 
ki-i<k<ki Vfc jeifi.fc fci-i<fc<fc< *«fc jeif2,fc 
<[ E ^iE ^7'Q'kCn^ + [ E ( i ( E ^r^^^iri^ 
<[ E i(Ear^Q^^r]*+[ E (74 (^E«^^Q l^n* 
fci_i<fc<fci Vfc j = l fci_,<A:<fci Vfc j = l 
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fcj_i<fe<fci ki-i<k<ki 
ki-i<k<ki ^k ki-i<k<ki ^k 
fc<_i<fc<fc< ^k ki_i<k<ki ^k 
[C'Qt+QkM E 7 )^* 
ki_i<k<ki ^k 
Hence, [ E {± t HyM"]^ < Ti,r{ E ^ ) ^ , 
2 that is, E (7]-Ellftyiir<^?i E 7^  
fc<_l<A:<Jt< Vfc j = l fc<_l<fc<fci ***; 
Therefore, 
fe=l ^k j=i k=l ^k 
Case II : a > 1 
E (^Eiki^ i in^- E i^f:\\Qj^T\^^p\fn{xn)m'^.q-Vj{xj)r.x,\\r 
ki-i<k<ki Vfc j = i fci_i<fc<fc< Vfc j = i " 
ki-i<k<ki Vfc j = i 
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ki-i<k<ki ^k j=l 
Now, as in C£ise a < 1, we have 
ki_i<k<ki ^k je/Ci,t fc<_i<Jfc<fc< Vfc jeK2,k 
\fj(^j)\-'r]^ 
fci_l<fc<fci fcj_J<fc<fcj 
ki-i<k<ki ki-i<k<ki 
ki-\<k<ki 
Thus, [ E (ii:ll?i2/>ll^]s<r,2( E ^ ) ^ , 
ki.i<k<ki ^''j=l fci_i<fc<fc<'^fc 
that is, J : (^Eiki?/iir<2;^2( E 7^)-
ki-i<k<ki ^l: j=l ki-i<k<ki^k 
Therefore, 
Eiw- E Il9;%lir < ^^2 E 7^ < oo, where r,,2 = [{aQ,,)'^{C+l)]. 
k=l ^k j=i k^i Wk 
Hence we obtain y E Ces{X,p,q). 
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Now for each i E N,we have 
E \hiyk)\ = E \fk{a:'isnp\U{Xr,)\.QkY''q;'.\fk{xk)rx,)\ 
k,-i<k<kt k,-i<k<k. 
>a:' E (supIfnixnMkY'q^'.b;'' ; K ' ^ < i , k > T 
k,-i<k<k, " 
Thus X) |/)c(yfc)| = oo which is a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
fc=i 
Remark 2.2. Each T,,! and !r,,2 in the proof of Proposition 2.1 is bounded. 
SUptfc 
r,,i = [QtiC + 1)] = [Qfcl^  (max \f,{x,)\-' + 1)] 
T,2 = [{aQk,nC+l)] = [(sup|/„(x„) |)T*' 'Qj ' ' (xnax|/ ,(x,) |-^ + l)]. 
Proof. Since (/t) is a sequence of continuous Hnear functional and in the 
proof we chose sequence Xk in X with ||xfc|| = 1, so |/fc(a;*;)| < \\fk\\ \\xk\\ = 
||/jt|| < CO. We have \fk{xk)\ bounded, thus max\fj{xj)\~^ and sup|/„(a;„)| are 
1 n 
finite for all j = 1,2, • • • A;. Therefore, r,,i and r,_2 are bounded for all i e N. 
3. Matrix Transformations 
In this section we shall characterize the matrix transformations from the 
vector valued sequence space Ces{X,p,q) into the scalar valued sequence spaces 
Ks), loois), Moo(s) and loo{s). 
Theorem 3.1. Let p — {pk) and s — (sjt) be bounded sequences of positive 
real numbers such that pt > 1 and — + j - = 1 for all fc 6 / / , and A = (f^) an 
infinite matrix . Then A : Ces{X,p,q) H-> l(s) if and only if 
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(1) for each ne N there exists Bn E N such that 
oo 
k=l i 
(2) for each keN, £ \fkix)\'" < oo for every a; € X and 
n = l 
(3) for each r EN there exists Br E N such that 
keK ^fc j = l •^'' n = l keK ' 
for all X = (xfc) e $(X) and all finite subsets K of N. 
This follows from the Proposition 2.1 and the following Lemma (cf [67]). 
Lemma. Let E C W{X) be an F/C-space with AK property and F an 
FK-space of scalar sequences. Then, for an infinite matrix A = {f^), A: E —^ F 
if and only if 
oo 
(1) for each nE N, Y, fki^k) converges for all x = {xk) E E, 
(2) for each k E N, (/fc"(2))r=i ^F for all 2 € X, and 
(3) A : ^ {X) —)• F is continuous when $(X) is considered as a subspace of 
E. 
Theorem 3.2. Let p = (pk) and s = {sk) be bounded sequences of positive 
real numbers such that pjt > 1 and -^ -j-j- = 1 for a.]! k E N, and A = (f^) be an 
infinite matrbc . Then A : Ces{X,p, q) >-¥ loo{s) if and only if there exists B E N 
such that 
oo 
snpiY^isnpWf^W.QkY'q^'B-'")'"' < oo. 
" k=i J 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, we have Y. (sup||/,||.Qfc)**=gfc ^5-'*= < oo for all 
fc=i i 
X - (xk) E Ces{X,p,q). Since A = (f^) : Ces{X,p,q) t-^ loo{s) we have that 
CO 
sup(^(supll/;||.Q0'*=qfc-'5-*'=r" < oo. 
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Conversely let the condition hold . Then as in the first part of the proof of 
Proposition 2.1 , we have 
k k ^ k ^f' t = i 
Hence by the given condition 
snp{\y]fJ^XklY" <oo for xeCes{X,p,q) 
k 
i.e. Ax e /oo(s)-
Theorem 3.3. Let p — (pfe) and s = (s^) be bounded sequences of positive 
real numbers such that Pfc > 1 and ^ + ^ = 1 for all /: 6 A^ , and A = (/^) be an 
infinite matrix . Then A : Ces{X,p,q) ^^ Moo(s) if and only if 
(1) for each m,n E N there exists B £ N such that 
f;mW''"(sup||/;||)Q^'=9,-^B-''=<oo, 
oo 
(2) for each m,k e N, X) ''T^^'^''\fki^)\ < oo for every x e X and 
n = l 
(3) for each m,r eN there exists S EN such that 
1 * 1 °° 1 
k&K *«* j = l '-' n = l fceiC " 
for all X = (xfc) € ^(X) and all finite subsets K of N. 
Proof. As in [67], we have Moo(s) = n~^i/(^i/.„). So that 
yl: Ces{X,p,q) i-^  Moo(s) <^ =i> A : Ces{X,p,q) e-^  n~^ii(^v.«) 
A : Ces{X,p,q) i->- /(^i/.„), for allme N 
irn}''"fk)n,k •• Ces(X,p,q)^l, for allm e A^  
the conditions (1), (2) and (3) hold. 
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Theorem 3.4. Let p = (jpk) and s = (sk) be bounded sequences of positive 
real numbers such that Pk > I and Ji- + ^=liorallkeN, and A - (f^) be an 
infinite matrix . Then A : Ces{X,p,q) i-> lgo{s) if and only if 
for each m,r E N there exists Bm € N such that 
oo , 
sup(j : r^(sup| | / ; | | ) ' '= .gh,- '5-* '=) < ^-
Proof. As in [67], we have /oo(s) = ("i^ i^ oo i/,„ and, we have 
A : Ces{X,p,q) ^ /oo(s) 4=» A : Ces{X,p,q) ^ n~l^^, /^^^ 
-j=> yl: Ces{X,p,q) M- Zoo j ^ , ^ , for aWr e N 
ir'/'-fj:)n,k:Ces{X,p,q)^l^, for a l l r e / / 
the condition holds. 
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CHAPTER III 
SOME MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS AND 
MEASURES OF NONCOMPACTNESS FOR A NEW 
DIFFERENCE SEQUENCE SPACE 
1. Introduction 
The idea of difference sequence spaces was introduced by Kizmaz [29] and fur-
ther studied by various authors, eg., Z.U.Ahmad and Mursaleen [1], E.Malkowsky 
[46], Mursaleen [53], Malkowsky, Mursaleen and Qamaruddin [49]. In this chapter 
we define another new sequence space related to the difference as follows: 
Zp(A) - {x eu : Ax e Ip} where Ax = (Ax^) = {xk - Xfc-i). 
Let X and y be sequences, X and Y be subsets of u/ and A = (anfc)^ fc=o be 
an infinite matrix of complex numbers. We write xy = {xkyk)T=o^ 
X 
- 1 *Y = {a E u : ax EY} 
and 
M{X, Y) = n^ex^-^ *Y = {aEu:axEY for all x E X} 
for the multiplier space of Xand Y. In the special case if F = cs, we write 
X^ = M{X,cs) for the ^ - dual of X. 
By An = (anfc)^o "^^ denote the sequence in the n-th row of A, and we write 
oo 
An{x) = J2^rikXk {n = 0,1,2 •'•) 
k=0 
and 
A{x) = {An{x))'^^Q, provided A^ E X'^ for all n. 
The set XA = {X 6 a;: A{x) E X} is called the matrix domain of A in X and 
{X, Y) denotes the class of all matrices that map X into Y , that is, A E {X, Y) 
if and only \{ X^ <ZY ,ov equivalently An E X^ for all n and A{x) E Y for all 
XEX. 
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Proposition 1.1. The space /p(A) is a BK space with 
oo 
fc=0 
the sequence {b^''^)tLo with 6^ *) = E(e^*^), that is 6f ^ = 0 for j < k and bf^ = 1 
for j > k{k = 0,1, • • •) is a Schauder basis of /p(A). 
Proof. Since Ip is a BK space with 
fc=0 
/p(A) is a S/T space with ||.||/ (A) by [51, Theorem 3.3, p.l78]. Furthermore Ip has 
AK. Hence the sequence (i>^^)|to i^  a Schauder basis of ip(A) by [47,Theorem 
2.2], 
In this chapter, we determine the fi— dual of the sets /p(A) and characterize 
some matrix transformations and apply the Hausdorff measure of noncompact-
ness to give necessary and sufficient conditions for the entries of an infinite matrix 
to be a compact operator between the spaces /p(A) for 1 < p < oo and some other 
BK spaces. 
2. The (3 - Dual of the Space /p(A) 
In this section, we give the /3 — dual of the space /p(A) for p > 1. U X D 4> 
is a BK space and aE uj then we write 
||a||l. = | |a |r = sup 
k=0 
:|NI = 1 , 
provided the expression on the right is defined and finite which is the case when-
ever a € X^ (cf. [72, Theorem 7.2.9, p.l07]). Let 1 < p < oo and g = p/{p - 1). 
We write (n + 1)^/" = ((n + l)^/«)^o-
Theorem 2.1 Let 1 < p < oo. We define the matrix E by Enk = 0 
for 0 < k < n — 1 and Enk = I ior k > n {n = 0,1,---) and write 
M(/p(A)) = ((n + l ) i / ' ) -U /« , 
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(a) Then 
{i,{^)r = (/, n M{I,{A))E. 
(b) Furthermore 
(2.1.1) ||a||r^(^) = ||£;(a)||, for aU a € (/p(A)f. 
Proof, (a) By [47, Theorem 2.5], 
mA)y = (/^ n M(/,(A),c)^ = {QE n (M(/,(A),c))£; 
We need to show that 
(2.1.2) M(/p(A),c) C M{lp{A)) C Af(/p(A),co). 
Let a e M(lp{A),c). Then ax E c for all a; e /p(A). Now a; e /p(A) if and 
n 
only if y = Ax 6 L. Then x = X)(y) and OnXn = 12 OnJ/fc ("• = 0) !> • • •) ^^ 
fc=0 
all y e Ip. We define the matrix C = (cnA;)~fc=o '^ Y ,^fc = ^n for 0 < fc < n and 
Cnk = 0 for n > A; (n = 0,1, • • •)• Then C € (/p,c), and [72, Examples 8.4.5 B, 
p. 129] yields 
oo n 
(2.1.3) sup Y, |c„fc|« = sup 53 |a„|« = sup(n + l) |a„ | ' < oo, 
" A;=0 " ifc=0 " 
hence (n + l)^/«a„ e Zoo- Thus 
(2.1.4) M(/p(A),c)cM(Z,(A)). 
Conversely, we assume a e M{lp{A)). Then there exists a constant K such 
that (n + l)^/'|a„| < K for all n, and so 
[ a „ | < / ^ / ( " + l ) ' / ' - ^ 0 (n -^oo) , 
that is 
(2.1.5) a e Co. 
Defining the matrix C as above , we see that (2.1.3) holds again , and by [72, 
Example 8.4.5 D, p.l29], conditions (2.1.3) and (2.1.5) yield C e {lp,co), that is 
ax e Co for all x e /p(A). Thus a e M(/p(A),co), and with (2.1.4), we obtain 
(2.1.2). 
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(b) We assume a 6 {lp{^)Y- Then x e lp{A) if and only if y = Aa; e Ip. 
Abel's summation by parts yields with R = E{a), 
n n+l 
J^^I'^k^YlRkyk- Rn+l^n+l (n = 0, I , - - - ) -
k=0 k=0 
Since a G (/p(A))^ implies R e M(/p(A),Co) by Part(a), it follows that 
(2.1.6) J^afcXfc^X^fifcyfc. 
Jt=0 k=0 
Now ||x||/,(A) = ||y||p impMes ||a||;^(^) = \\R\\l and (2.1.1) follows from the 
fact that Ip and Ig are norm isomorphic. 
3. Matr ix Transformations on the Space /p(A) 
In this section we characterize matrix transformations on the space /p(A). 
Throughout let 1 < p < oo and q = p/{p — ^ )- A subset A" of a; is said to be 
normal ii x E X and y E uj with (y l^ < \xk\ (A; = 0,1, • • •) together imply y E X. 
We need the following general results. 
Proposition 3.1 ([47, Theorem 2.7(a)]). Let X D 4>he a normal FK space 
with AK and F be a linear space. If M{X^,c) = M{X^, CQ) then A E ( X A , Y) 
if and only if 
(3.1.1) / ? ^ e ( X , y ) where r ; ^ ^ - ^ " " * . (n,fc = 0,1, • • •) 
fc=0 
and 
(3.1.2) i?ne(XA,co) for alln. 
Proposition 3.2 ([51, Theorem 1.23, p.l55]). Let X D (p and Y be BK 
spaces. 
(a) Then A E {X, Zoo) if and only if 
(3.2.1) 11^11;,= sup | |>l | |^< ex.. 
n 
Furthermore , \i A E {X,loo) then ||L^|| = \\A\\*x. 
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(b) If {b^''^)f=o is a Schauder basis of X and Vi is a closed BK space in Y, then 
A e {X, Yi) if and only if ^ G {X, Y) and yl(6('=)) e Yi for all k. 
Theorem 3.3. We have 
(a) A e (ip(A), loo) if and only if 
(3.3.1) 
and 
(3.3.2) 
('p(A),Joc) 
/ o o oo 
sup E E ^i 
" \k=0 j=k 
?\ 1/9 
< OO 
sup 
k 
k'f < OO for all n; 
(b) A E (/p(A),co) if and only if conditions (3.3.1)and (3.3.2) hold and 
(3.3.3) lim y^ an,- = 0 for each k; 
j=fc 
(c) A e (/p(A),c) if and only if conditions (3.3.1)and (3.3.2) hold and 
(3.3.4) Mm y^ a„, = Qfc for each k. 
3=k 
(d) Let y denote any of the classes loo, CQ or c. li Ae (/p(A), Y) then 
Proof, (a) By Theorem 2.1 , M(/p(A),c) = M(/p(A),co), so Proposition 3.1 
yields that A e (/p(A), /«) if and only HRe {Ip, /«) and Rn e M(/p(A), c) for all 
oo 
n where r„A; = E o^j for all n and /c. Now M(/p(A),c) — {{k^'^)kLo)~^ * ^ oo, and 
thus condition (3.3.2). Furthermore, by [72, Example 8.4.5 D, p.l29], R e (/p, /oo) 
if and only if 
sup^ | r„ fc | ' <oo . 
k=0 
and this is condition (3.3.1). 
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(b) Since (6(*=))?Lo with 6^ =) = E{e^''^), for all A; is a Schauder basis of lp{A) 
and bf^ = 0 for j < k and bf'^ = 1 for j > fc (A; = 0,1, • • •) by Proposition 1.1, 
we have 
oo oo 
Mb^'^) = E «"i^f ^ ^ = E ""nj for each A;. 
Now part (b) follows from Part (a) and Proposition (3.2). 
(c) Part (c) is proved exactly the same way as Part (b). 
(d)Ifyl€(/p(A),/oo)then 
by Proposition 3.2. Since 
ll^ll(/p(A))=supp„||^,^(^)) for alln, 
the conclusion follows from (2.1.1) in Theorem 2.1. Since 
( / p ( A ) , c o ) c ( / p ( A ) , c ) c ( U A ) , U . 
the assertion is also follows for y = CQ or y = c by what we have just shown and 
parts (b) and (c). 
Now we characterize the classes (Zp(A),/i) and /p(A),/p). We need the fol-
lowing results 
Proposition 3.4. Let X D 0 be a BK space. Then A € {X, li) if and only 
if 
11^11 WO = sup II E ^n|| <00. 
NcNo neN 
N finite 
Furthermore , if i4 6 (X, li) then 
(3.4.1) II^IIW0<II^^II=4.|HI(X,M-
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Proof. We need to show (3.4.1). Let A E {X,li) and m e NQ he given 
Then , for all A^  C {0, • • • ,m} and for all x € X with ||a;|| = 1, 
new nO 
and this implies 
(3.4.2) Pllwo < \\LA\\. 
For a given e > 0 , there is x e X with ||x|| = 1 such that 
oo 
n=0 
and there is an integer m{x) such that 
m ( i ) 
Y:\A4x)\>\\A{x)\U-e/2. 
n=0 
Consequently 
m(i ) 
Y,\An{x)\>\\LA\\-e (see[51]), 
n=0 
4. max 
Nc{0,-,m} 
m(x) 
>j:\Ar,{x)\>\\LM\-e, 
n=0 
and so 
^.\\A\\(XM) > \\LA\\ - e. 
Since e > 0 was arbitrary, we have 
4.||>l||(x.M > IILAII, 
and together with (3.4.2) this yields (3.4.1). 
4. Measures of Noncompactness 
Recall the following well known result (see [51]): 
Let X be a Banach space with a Schauder basis {ei,e2,- • •}, Q a bounded 
subset of X, and P„: X \-^ X the projector onto the linear span of {ei, 62, • • •, e„}. 
Then 
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- lim sup sup | | / - P„)x|| < xiQ) 
<inf ( sup | | / -F„)a ; | | < lim sup ( s u p | | / - P„)a;|| , 
(4.0) where a = lim sup | | / - Pn)2;||-
Theorem 4 .1 . Let A be an infinite matrix, \ < p < oo, q = p/{p — 1) and 
for any integers n,r,n > r, set 
ll'^ iiilWu) = !•;?£ 
n>r lfc=0 j=k 
9\ 1/9 
< CO. 
(a) UAe (Zp(A),co), then 
(4.1.1) \\L^\\x = }}^M\'il^^),i^y 
(b) If ^ e (/p(A),c), then 
(4.1.2) ^ Am .Pllj;;^^),^) < IIL.II, < ^hjn M| | j : j (^ , ,^ , 
(c) If ^ e (/p(A),ioo), then 
(4.1.3) 0 < ||L^|L < lim (r) ('p(A),/oo)-
Proof. Let us remark that the limits in (4.1.1), (4.1.2) and (4.1.3) exist. Set 
K = {x e /p(A) : ||a;|| < 1}. In the case (a) by inequality (4.0) we have 
(4.1.4) \\LA\\^ = X{AK) = l\m^ sup 11(7-P,)^a;|| 
xeK 
where Pr : CQ i--> CQ, r = 0,1, •••, is the projector on the first r +1 coordinates, i.e. 
, Pr{x) - (XQ, ••• ,Xr,0,0,--'). ^^ X - (xfc) E CQ] (let us remark that | | / - F^ H = 
l , r = 1,2,-..). Let A(r) = (a„fc) be an infinite matrix defined by a„fc = 0 if 
0 < n < r and o^^ = a„fc if r < n. 
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Now, by Theorem 3.3 (d) we have 
(4.1.5) sup 11(7 - Pr)Ax\\ = IIL^^JI = P(.)ll(/,(Ay.) = II^IIS(A),/<.)-
Clearly , from (4.1.4) and (4.1.5) we get (4.1.2). 
(b) As we know that every sequence x = ( x ^ ) ^ G c has a unique repre-
oo 
sentation x = le + "^{xk — l)e'^ > where / 6 C is such that x — le e CQ . Let us 
fc=0 
m 
define P^ : c 1-4 c by Pr{x) = le+ E (^ fc - 0^ > ^ = 0,1, • • •. It is known that 
k=0 
| | / — PrII = 2, r = 0,1, • • •. Now the proof of (b) is similar as in the case(a), and 
we omit it . 
Let us prove (4.1.3). Now define Pr : loo *-^ 0^0, by Pr{x) = 
(a;o,xi,- • • ,Xr,0,- • •), x = (xk) € loo, r = 0,1, • • •. It is clear that 
AK c Pr{AK) + (7 - Pr){AK). 
Now, by the elementary propertties of the function x we have 
X{AK) < x{Pr{AK)) + x((7 - Pr){AK)) = x((7 - Pr){AK)) 
(4.1.6) < sup 11(7-P,)>la;|| = ||L^^^J|. 
Thus by (4.1.6) and Theorem 4.1(d) we get (4.1.3). 
Corollary 4.2. If either A e (/p(A),co) or A e (/p(A),c), then LA is 
compact if and only if 
(4-2-1) ; i m M | | [ : j ( ^ , , ^ ) = 0 . 
li A E (/p(A),/oo) , then L^ is compact if 
(4-") ,i™IMIIilW) = o 
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Theorem 4.3. Let A be an infinite matrix , 1 < p < oo, 9 = p/(p - 1) and 
for any integer r, set 
i\ 1/9 
('p(A),ii) sup 1 52 
iV finite 
E E«ni 
n6N \i=fc 
I f^e ( /p (A) , / i ) , t hen 
(0 (4-3-1) . i l^Pi i i lW/o ^ ii^ ^ i^i- ^  4;is,ii^li(l(Ay. 
Proof. Every sequence a; = (a:jt)fcto ^ 1^ has a unique representation 
kO 
W 
We define Pr : k ^^ k by Pr(x) ^ ixo,xi,-•• ,Xr,0,-• •), r = 0,1, 
Theorem 4.1 (a) and (4.0) we get (4.3.1). 
• B y 
Corollary 4.4, Let A be as in Theorem 4.3. U A e (/p(A),/i), then LA is 
compact if and only if 
! ( ' • ) iijs>ii^iij;;(A),M=o-
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CHAPTER IV 
SOME MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS AND 
MEASURES OF NONCOMPACTNESS FOR A 
SEQUENCE SPACE OF RIESZ MEAN 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter we shall compute the Hausdorff measure of noncompactness 
for any bounded subset of r^ and also study the evaluation of the Hausdorff mea-
sure of noncompactness of an operator on the space r^(l < p < oo) assocated 
with some matrix transformation. 
Proposition 1 ([4, Theorem 6.1.1]). Let X be a Banach space wih a 
Schauder basis {ei,e2,---}, Q a bounded subset of X , and P^ : X *-^ X the 
projector on to the linear span of {ei, 62, • • •,e„}. Then 
J h m s u p ( s u p | | ( / - P „ ) a : | | ) < x ( Q ) 
< inf sup | | ( / - Pr,)x\\ < lim sup(sup | | ( / - P„)rr||) < x{Q), 
n j.gQ n-foo 3.gQ 
where a = lim sup | | / — Pn||. 
Proposition 2 ([51, Theorem 1.23]). Let X and Y be FK - spaces. 
(a) Then {X, Y) C B{X, Y) , that is , every A € {X, Y) defines a linear operator 
LA e B{X, Y) where LA{X) = A{x) for all xeX . 
(b) Then A € {X, /oo) if and only if 
\\A\\D = MA,D{^,IOO) < CX3 for some D > 0. 
liX is a BK - space and A e (X,/oo), then p | | , = MX{X,loo) = \\LA\\ < 
00. 
(c) If (6*)^o is a Schauder basis for X , and yi a closed FK space in Y , 
then A € {X,Yi) if and only H A e {X,Y) and A{b<^''^) e Yi for 
all k = 0,l,---. 
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In this chapter we define the following sequence space. 
Let (qk) be a sequence of positive numbers and write 
Qn = J29k, (neN). 
k=Q 
Then the matrix i?' = (r'^.) of the Riesz mean is given by 
, ^ f ^  ( 0 < f c < n ) 
"^ \ 0 {k>n) 
It is well known that the Riesz mean is regular if and only if Qn —> oo as 
n —)• CO (see Petersen[56 ,p.lO]). 
We define the Reisz sequence space introduce in [3] , 
1 *= 
If Pit = p for every k ^ N, then we write r | instead of r '(p). It is natural 
that these spaces may also be defined as 
r''(p)=l(p)R. and r^^ = ilp)R<,, 
where 
lip) ^ {x e u : Y^ [xkl^" < <»}. 
For Pk = p for all A; , we have the natural norm on r ' (1 < p < oo) given 
by 
2. Main Results 
Theorem 1. Let Q be a bounded subset of r^. Then 
(1-1) xiQ)=limsnplY:\^tm\' 
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Proof. Let us define the operator Pk : r^ ^ r^ by Pk{xi,X2,. • •) 
{xi,X2,...,xjt,0,0,...) for (x i ,X2, . . . )er l . Then clearly 
(1.2) QcPkQ + {I-Pk)Q. 
It follows from (1.2) and the basic properties of x ^^ .^t 
xiQ) < xiPkQ) + x((/ - Pk)Q) = x((/ - Pk)Q) 
(1.3) < diam((/ - Pk)Q) = sup || (/ - Pk)x ||,,, 
x€Q 
where 
p 
\.n>k ^n j=0 
So we have 
(1.4). XiQ) < lim sup [Y: i-^Emr'' 
Conversely, let e > 0 and {zi,Z2,...,Zj} be a [x{Q) + e]-net of Q. Then 
(1.5) Qc{z„Z2,...,zj} + [x{Q) + e]B{rl). 
Hence 
(1.6) sup II (/ - Pk)x II,, < sup II (/ - Pk)zi II,, +[x{Q) + e]. 
Finally, (1.6) implies that 
Since € was arbitrary , 
(1.8) l i m s u p ( 5 : | - ^ f : 9 , x , r ) <X{Q). 
Hence (1.4) and (1.8) yield (1.1) . 
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Theorem 2. Let r | be a Banach space with a shauder basis {ei, 62, • • •, Cn} 
, Q be a bounded subset of r | , and F„ : r^ !->• r^ the projector on to the linear 
span of {ei, 62, • • •, e„} . Then 
(2.1) 
/ / i n \ p \ / / i n \ p \ 
- hm sup 
a, fc-+oo sup (EI?rX^9ia;il 
^eQ \„>fc V n j = o 
1 
/ 
< x ( Q ) < i n f sup E I T T I ^ * ? ^ - ^ ^ - ! ' 
\=^eQ Vn>fc V n j = o 
< lim sup 
fc-foo 
/ / i n \ ? \ 
sup ElTrS^ i^ i ' " 
i 
n \ P 
P where a = Um sup Ym>k \-k S qjXj\ 
fc-^oo \ '^" j = o 
/ 
Proof . Clearly , for any natural number n we have 
(2.2) Q^PkQ + {I-Pk)Q. 
It follows from (2.2) and the basic properties of x that 
(2.3) x{Q) < x{PkQ) + x{{i - Pk)Q) - x((/ - Pk)Q) 
where 
Now we obtain 
(2.4) 
< diam((/ - Pk)Q) = sup || (/ - Pk)x ||,,, 
{i-Pk)x\ii=\Y.\^±mr 
\.n>k V n j = o 
1 A ^ \ 
X(Q) < inf sup E I T T E ^ i ^ i 
< hm sup 
fc-foo 
sup IEl7rE9ia;jr 
^ V \n>fc V n j = o 
Hence it suffices to show that the first inequality in (2.1) . Let e > 0 and 
{zi, • • •, Zfc} be a [x{Q) + e]-net of Q.It is easy to show that Q C {^i, 22, • • •, 2;^ } + 
\x{Q) + e]B{rl). 
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This implies that for any x eQ there exist {^i, • • •, Zk} and s e B{r^) such 
that X — z + IxiQ) + ^]s, and so 
(2.5) sup II ( / - Pk)x \U< sup II ( / - Pk)Zi \U +[X{Q) + €]\\I - PkWrt-
xeQ 
This implies 
i<»<i 
hm sup 
fc->oo ^^Q \n>k Vn y=o 
1 A 
< (xiQ) + e) ^ Ihn sup E I Q " E^i^:,-! 
Theorem 3. (a) Let X be an FK-s-pace . Then A E {X, r«) iff 
(3.1) M D ( r p ' ) = E l l 7 r E M n i r < o o ,D>1. 
m Vm n=0 
(b) Let X be a BK -space .Then A E {X, r^) iff 
1 m 
(3.2) M ( r p = J : I I — 5 ; g „ ^ | | ^ < o o , ^„ = (a„,)r=i. 
m V^m ,1=0 
Proof . (a) Let A € (X, rj,) . Then for each n , /a,„ G X' where X' is the 
continuous dual of X and maps f^'-Xt-^Y and fA,n : X t-^ € {n = 1,2,- • •) are 
defined by 
f^ix) = yl(x) {x e X) and /x,„ = PnOfA, 
Pn is the n- th coordinate .Thus for arbitrary m G /^ , we have 
1 "* 
(3.3) 9m = -7r-J2 9nfA,n G X ' . 
•Vm „=o 
Further the class G := {g^ '• rn G N} is pointwise bounded , since 
1 m 
km(a;) | < 7 5 - E \QnfA,n{^)\ < \\fA{x)\\rl {x G X). 
Vm „=o 
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By the Uniform Boundedness Principle , G is equicontinuous . Hence there 
is a real <5 > 0 such that , for all m e N and x e Sx{0,S) , we have for some 
constant M 
\gm{x)\ < M. 
We choose D > max{l, 1/5} . Then Mpirl) < oo. 
Conversely , Let (3.1) hold . Then Aji{x) is defined for all n G ^  and for 
all X E SxiO,l/D) and thus for all x E X, since Sx{0,l/D) is absorbing (see 
Wilansky [71]). Let x E Sx{0,1/-D) and mEN he given . Then by an inequality 
of Peyerimhoff [57], 
E \M^)\ ^ 4 max Yl A4x)\ < 4 max || ^  An\\o 
n=l ^ ' ^ t l - ' W ^ g ^ Kc{l,;m} ^^^ 
where 
||a||D = IHU,D = sup{|5]afcXfc| : ||a;|| = 1}. 
fc=0 
This imphes that 
1 "^  
Y.\Mx)\<^Mn{rl), 
since A{x) E r^ for all x 6 Sx{0,1/D) . Since ^^(0,1/D) is absorbing , A{x) E r« 
for aU a; € X . Hence A E (X, r«) . 
(b) It follows by Propositon 1 and Theorem 3.8 of [51]. 
Corollary 4. A E {h,r^) if and only if 
1 " 
Theorem 5. We have L E B{li,r^) if and only if there exists an infinite 
matrix A = {ank)'^,k=o of complex numbers such that 
(5.1) U\\=snpj:\-^±Qjajk\'<oo 
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(5.2) L{x) =A{x) for xeh-
In this case 
(5.3) \\L\\ = m , 
and the operator L uniquely determines the matrix A = (anfc)^^- The operator 
L is said to be given (defined) by the matrix A . 
Proof . First we assume L e B{X,Y) . We write L„ = P^oL for all n where 
P„ denotes the n-th coordinate , and put a„fc = L„(e(*)) for all n, A;, = 0,1, • • • . 
Since h is a BK- space , we have L„ € II for each n and so Lnix) — An{x) for 
each n (see[51]). This yields the representation in (5.2). If we choose x = e^*^^ , 
then 
oo oo 1 n 
me^''^)^ = E ILnR'e^'^l' = Y:\^ E ^ i ^ n i ^ < \\L\\\\e^'%^^ = \\L\\, 
n = 0 n=0 ^^ 3=0 
(5.4) I N I = s u p E l 7 ^ E 9 i « i J t r < l l ^ l l < o o 
*: n=0 '^n i = 0 
and (5.1) holds . Further 
n=0 
oo 1 n 
n=0 **n j = 0 
(5.5) < P l l ||a;||^j fo ra l lxG/ i 
and so ||L|| < ||>1||. This and (5.4) together yield (5.3). 
Conversely , let condition (5.1) hold . Then obviously 
1 v ^ 
for all n. 
Let X e li . As in (5.5), we obtain A{x) e r | by (5.1) whence A € (/i,^p)-
We define the linear operator L : /i i-> r ' by (5.2) . Then L € B(/ i , r | ) by 
Proposition 2. 
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Theorem 6 . Let L G B{li,r^) be given by an finite matrix A = (a„fc)~fc=o-
Then 
oo 1 n 
(6.1) \\L\\x = J,^^snp^\—Zw,\'-
k n=m V n j = o 
Proof . We write S = S^i • It follows from Theorem 1 and Theorem 5 that 
oo oo 
(6.2) | |L | | , = x{L{S)) = Jim^sup J ] | J ] l-j^qja^.x,]^. 
The limit in (6.1) obviously exeists . Prom 
oo oo -I n 
I G S n = m fc=o ^ " j = 0 
oo oo -1 n 
< sup ] ^ ;[3 iT^Yl^Jj^ikXkl" 
xeS n = m *:=0 ^ " i = 0 
oo oo -1 n 
=sup ^ I X I T T Zl9i%fcri^*r 
^^^ fc=0 "=»" ^ " j = 0 
oo 1 n 
and (6.2) we obtain 
(6.3) | | L | | , < jim^sup f ; | ; ^ E g , a , f c p 
To prove the converse inequality , we choose x = e^ *^  € h . Since L{e^''^) 
A'' = (anfc)^O' Theorem 1 implies 
oo 1 n 
x(L(eW) : A: = 0,1, •. •) = Jim^sup 5 : I— J : 9 , a , , r < x(L(5)). 
fc n = m V n j=:0 
This and inequaUty (6.3) together yield (6.1) . 
Corollary 7. Let L E B{li,r^) be given by the infinite matrix A 
(a„jt)~jt=o- Then L is compact if and only if 
oo 1 n 
Jl^s'ipElo-E9i«>*r = o-
K n = m '^n j = o 
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CHAPTER V 
PROPRTY {H) AND BANACH-SAKS TYPE p FOR 
A SEQUENCE SPACE OF RIESZ MEAN 
1. Introduction 
The space r | has been recently defined by Altay and Ba§ar[3]. Which is 
actually the transformed Ip space by the Reisz mean . In this chapter we study 
some geometric properties of the space r^. 
We define the Reisz sequence space introduced in [3] with a slight change of 
notation , 
r'(p) = {x = {xik)) e u •.Y:\~Eqjx{j)r^ < oo}. 
If Pk = p for every k E N, then we write r | instead of r '(p). 
For X e r '(p), we define the modular 
fc=0 *<fc j=0 
If Pfe > 1 for all A; e ^ , by the convexity of the function t ^^ \t\^ for each 
k E N,-we have that Qp is a convex modular on r'(p) .We consider r '(p) equipped 
with the Luxemburg norm given by 
|a;|| = i n f { e > 0 : e p ( - ) < l } . 
It is easy to say that r'(p) is a BK space with this norm. 
Throughout this chapter we let M — supp^ and assume that pfc > 1 
k 
for all k E N. 
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2. Some Properties of Qp 
Theorem M (see [45]).(i) Let ^ be a convex modular on X and let x G X^ 
and (xn) be a sequence in Xg. Then ||x„ — x|| —>^ 0 as n —>• oo if and only if 
^(A(xn — x)) -> 0 as n —>• CO for every A > 0. 
(ii) Let ghe & continuous convex modular on X . Then 
(a) ||a:(j < 1 if and only if Q(X) < 1, 
(b) \\x\\<l if and only if g(x) < 1, 
(c) ||x|| = 1 if and only if g(x) = 1. 
Proposition 2.1. The modular gp on r^(p) satisfies the following properties: 
(i) 0 < a < 1, then a^gp(~) < gp{x) and gp(ax) < agp{x), 
(ii) a > 1, then gp{x) < a^gp^), 
{in) a> 1, then gp(x) < agp(^). 
Proof, (i) We have 
jfc=0 VA: j=o 
fc=o Qkj=o a 
a 
Since gp is convex , it follows that gp{ax) < agp{x). 
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(ii) If a > 1, then ^ < 1- Erom (i) we have 
a d i / a a 
and hence Qp{x) < a'^Qp{^). 
Property (iii) folllows from the convexity of Qp. 
Proposition 2.2. The modular Qp on r'(p) is continuous. 
Proof. By the proposition 2.1 , for a > 1, we have 
(2.2.1) Qp{x) < OiQp{x) < Qp{ax) < a Qp{x) 
Letting a -)• 1"*" in (2.2.1), we have lim Qp{oLx) = Qp{x). 
a-fl+ 
Thus Qp is right continuous. If 0 < a < 1 , by Proposition 2.1 (i), we have 
(2.2.2) a Qp{x) < Qp{ax) < aQp(x). 
Now letting a -f 1 in (2.2.2) , we have that lim Qp{ax) = Qp{x) and hence 
Qp is left continuous .Thus Qp is continuous. 
Proposition 2.3. For any x E r^ijp), we have 
a.-v\-
( i) if 
{ii) if 
{Hi) 
{iv) 
{v) 
\\x\\ < 1 , then Qp{x) < \\x\\, 
\\x\\ > 1 , then Qp{x) > \\x\\, 
;|| = 1 if and only if Qp{x) = 1, 
ell < 1 if and only if Qp{x) < 1, 
;|| > 1 if and only if Qp{x) > 1, 
{vi) if 0 < a < 1 and ||x|| > a, then Qp{x) > a^, 
{vii) if a > 1 and ||a;|| < a, then Qp{x) < a^. 
Proof, (i). Let e > 0 be such that 0 < e < 1 - ||x||, so ||a;|| + e < 1. By the 
definition of ||.||, there exists A > 0 such that ||a;|| + e > A and Qp{x) < 1. Prom 
Proposition 2.1 (i) and (iii) , we have 
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, , ^ /(INI+ 6 ) ; 
= ^p((INI + 0 
<(IWI + ^ )^p(x)^INI + '^ 
Since e is arbitrary , we have (i) . 
(ii) Let e > 0 be such that 0 < e < ^^^, then 1 < (1 - e)||a;|| < ||a;||. By 
the definition of ||.|| and by Proposition 2.1(i) , we have 
so (1 - e)||x|| < ^p(x) for all e 6 (0, ^"f^)- This imphes that | |x|| < QJ,{X). 
Since Qp is continuous , (iii) and (iv) follow directly from Theorem 1.4 [45] . 
(iv) follows from (i) and (iii) . 
(v) follows firom (iii) and (iv) . 
(vi) and (vii) follow from Proposition 2.1 (i) and (ii). 
Proposition 2.4. Let (xn) be a sequance in r'(p). 
(i) If ||xn|| —> 1 as n ^ GO , then Qp{xn)-^ \ as n —)• oo. 
{ii) If (|a;„||— •^O as n —>• oo , then Qp{xn) ^ Q as n ^ oo. 
Proof, (i) Let e € (0,1). Then there exists N E N such that 1 - e < ||x„|| < 
1 + e for all n > jR^ . By Proposition 2.3(vi) and (vii) , we have (1-e)^^ < Qp{xn) < 
(1 + e)^ iov aM.n> N , which imphes that Qp{xn) -> 1 as n —>^ oo. 
(ii) The 'only if part of (ii) is true by Theorem M (i), so we need to show 
only the 'if part. Suppose jjxnjj 7^ 0 as n -^ 00 . Then there is an e e (0,1) and 
a subsequence (x^^) of (x„) such that ||x„|| > e for all k e N . By Proposition 
2.3(vi), we have Qp{xnk) > (e)^ for all k e N. This imphes £>p(x„) 7^ 0 as n -> 00. 
So that Qp{xn) -^ 0 imphes |(x„|| -> 0. 
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Lemma 2.5. Let x E r'(p) and (xn) Q r '(p). If Qp{xn) —>• Qp{x) as n —)• oo 
and Xn{i) —> x(z) as n —¥ oo for all i E N , then Sn —> x as n -> oo. 
oo k 
Proof. Let e > 0 be given. Since Qp(x) = Z) ITT 2Z 9i^(*)l '^° > there is 
fc=0 ^*= t=0 
ko E. N such that 
*;=fco + l '**: t=0 '^ ^ 
Since ^p(a;„) —>• Qp{x) as n -> oo and a;„(z) —>• x{i) as n -^ oo for alii E N , 
there is TZQ € .^ such that for all n > no, 
(2.5.2) QpM-{J:\^E<i^^M'' 
\Jc=0 Vfc ,=0 
jt=o Qf^ 1=0 3-2 
and 
ko 1 (2.5.3) E l 7 r E 9 . ( ^ n W - x W ) r < ^ 
fc=0 ***: t=0 "^  
It follows from (2.5.1) , (2.5.2) and (2.5.3) that for n > no, 
Qvi^n- x) = f:\-^J2q,{x^{i) - xiz))r 
k=Q ^k , = 0 
= i:i^E9.wi)-x(z))r+ E \^i:q^{xn{i)-x{i))r 
fe=0 *^ fc 1=0 fc=fco+l *«*: t=0 
e f °° 1 '' oo 1 fc \ 
<3+2^ E i^E9.^n«r+ E 177E9.-(^ )r 
•^  V*:=fco+l ^ * t=0 k=ko + l ^k ,=0 / 
<^+2^L(.)-x:ii-E9.x(i)r + 3|^+ f: I^E?«-WI 
"^  V fc=0 Vfc ,=0 -^-^ Jfe=fco+l ^ '= t=0 
Pk 
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3 3.2^^+1 ^ 3 
3. Some Geometric Properties of r^(p) 
In this section we study the property (//), rotundity for r'(p) and the prop-
erty Banach-Saks type p for r'(p) . We also , deduce the weak fixed point property 
and Schur property and determine the Gurarii's modulus of convexity for r^. 
Theorem 3.1. The space r'(p) has the property (H). 
Proof, Let x E S(r^(p)) and (x„) C r«(p) such that llx„\l ->• 1 and x„-^x 
as n —>• oo. Prom Proposition 2.4(i), it follows that Qp{xn) —)• l(n —> oo) . Here 
Qpi^n) —>• Qp{x)iiT' -> oo) where Qp{x) = 1. Since Xn-^x we have Qp{xn — a;) -> 0. 
So that by Proposition 2.5, ||x„ — x|| —>• 0 as n -> oo. 
Theorem 3.2. The spiace r'(p) is rotund if and only if p*. > 1 for all fc 6 JV^  
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that there is k^ E N such that p^o = 1- Let 
X = (1,1,1,---) and y = (0,0, . . . ,0 ,1,1,1, . . . ) . Then x ^ y and it is to easy to 
see that 
Qpi^) = Qp{y) = Qp (^2~^) = 1-
By Proposition 2.3(iii) , we have x, y and ^ e 5'(r'(p)), so that r'(p) is not 
rotund. Hence contradiction and we must have Pk > I for all k 6 N. 
Sufficiency. Suppose that pfc > 1 for all A; 6 A'^  . Let x e >S'(r'(p)) and y, z, 
€ B(r'(p)) with x = * ^ . By convexity of ^p and Proposition 2.3(iii), we have 
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This implies that 
(3.2.1) 
l = Qp{x)<\{Qp{y) + QA^))<^ + ^ 
Qp{y) = Qp{^) == 1 
(3.2.2) 
by (3.2.2) , we have 
Qpi^) = 2^^^^^) "^  ^ p(^)^ 
fc=0 Vfc t=0 
(y(z) + 2(0) Pit 
i / o o i f c N W o o i f c \ 
• 1 / 0 0 1 * O O I A : > 
^ \fc=0 "^fc »=0 Jk=0 ***: »=0 > 
which implies that 
(3.2.3) 1 f ^MLtiM 
Pk 
K'^ s*"'^ "" 
***: i=0 / 
Since the function 11-4 jtlP* is strictly convex for every i E.N it implies by (3.2.3) 
that 
-t k -t k 
•**: t=0 * * * t=0 
Which implies that 
(3.2.4) 
Hence y = z. 
y{i) = z(i) for all i e N. 
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Theorem 3.3. The space r ' has the Banach-Saks type p. 
Proof. Let (e„) be a sequence of positive numbers for which J2T=i n^ < |-
Let (x„) be a weakly null sequence in B{r^). Set ZQ = XQ = 0 and Zj = a;„, = Xi. 
Then there exists Si E N such that 
II f: ^i(i)e«||,,<ei, 
Since x„—>0 implies a; —> 0 coordinatewise, there is ann2 E N such that 
||f:x„(i)eW||,,<6i, 
when n > 712. Set Z2 = Xn-,- Then there exists a S2 > Si such that 
II 5 : ^2«e« |lr?< 2^. 
t=S2 + l 
Again using the fact a;„ —>• 0 coordinatewise, there exists an na > 7^2 such that 
S2 
E 
t = i 
when n > 713. 
| |$ :x„( i )eW| | , ,<62, 
Continuing this process, we can find two increasing sequences (sj) and (n^) 
such that 
II '^Xn{i)e^*^ \\ri< ej, for each n > n^+i, 
t = i 
and 
(«) E 2;(i)e^ *Mlr?<€j 
t=Sj + l 
where Zj = Xn . 
Hence 
<IIEf E ^,We«)||.?+2E^.. 
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and 
II E E ^i(Oe« Wli 
J = l t = S j _ l + l " 
1 A E E I^ E9^ i^(^ )^l 
j = l t=sj_i+l **' fc=0 
<EEl7^E9^^.(^')r<^-
j=l i=0 **» fc=0 
Therefore 
II y^2,- |L«< np + 1 < 2np, II ^ _ ^ ./ i i ' p — — ' 
3=1 
i.e., r | has the Banach-Saks type p. 
Remark 3.4. A Banach spaceX with R{X) < 2 has the weak fixed point 
property (see [22]). 
Remark 3.5. Note that R{r^) — Riip) = 2P, since r^ is linearly isomorphic 
to Ip (see [3]). 
Hence by the Remarks 3.4 and 3.5 we have the following 
Corollary 3.6. The space r^,\ < p < oo has the weak fixed point property. 
Theorem 3.7. The space r\ has the Schur property, i.e. every weakly 
convergent sequence is norm convergent in r ' . 
Since the space li has the Schur property and || x ||r'j< ^ || a; ||ij, it follows that 
the space r\ has the Schur property too. 
Theoremi 3.8. For the space r^ 
^ , , ( e ) < l - ( l - ( £ / 2 n ^ 
(0 < £ < 2). 
Proof. Let u; € r*. Then 
^l|rHI^'^ll'p= E l^ ' ^n r 
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Let 0 < e < 2 and consider the sequences 
t. = (((i?r^ (i - (|r))^(/?rH|).o,o,...), 
V = (J^i^r (i - ( | r)) ' ' . (Rr'iY^A 0,... j . 
Then 
IIR'^ \W=\\ ^ k= 1. IIR'^ k=\\ ^ llr?= i> 
i.e. u,ve S{r^), and || /?% - R''v \\i^=\\ u-v ||^9= e. 
For 0 < A < 1, 
II An + (1 - A)i; ||^,=|| XR'u + (1 - A)/^'i; ||f 
= l - ( | r + | 2 A - l | ( | r . 
Hence 
(*) inf II An+( l -A) t ;F ,= l - ( J ) P . 
Therefore, for p > 1 
/?,,(£) < l - ( l - ( £ / 2 r ) ? . 
Proni(*), we have the following 
Corollary 3.9.(i) for e = 2, I3^v{2) = 1, i.e. r^ is strictly convex. 
(M) for 0 < e < 2, 0 < PM^) < 1, i.e. r« is uniformly convex. 
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CHAPTER VI 
PROPERTY (P) AND THE BANACH-SAKS 
PROPERTY FOR A GENERALIZED CESARO 
SEQUENCE SPACE 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter we define the generalized Cesaro sequence space cesp{q) and 
exhibit some geometric properties for this space. The results here in proved are 
analogous to those by Cui et el [12] for the Cesaro sequence space cesp. 
We define the generaUzed Cesaro sequence space as follows : 
let p € (l,oo) and q = (g„) be a bounded sequence of positive real numbers 
and write 
n 
Qn = Yl9k, (neN), 
n = l ^ n t = l 
li qi = 1 for all i, then cesp{q) is reduced to ceSp (cf[12,36,62]). 
2. Lemma 
The following lemma will be useful in our main results of this chapter. 
Lemma 2.1. Let x,y G ceSp{q). Then for any e > 0 and L > 0, 3 S > 0 
such that 
I \\x + y\\^ - \\x\\^ I < e ^..^)^t "^.t'jf-S.^ 
whenever ~^  '^ 
)f 
\x\\^<L and \\y\\'<6. ^.^ ^^^ 
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Proof. For any fix e > 0 and L > 0. Take ^ = 2-^L-^e and 5 = 2-PpP-'^e. 
Then for any x,y e cesp{q) with \\x\\^ < L and ||y||P < 6, we have 
n=l *«" i=l 
oo / 1 n 
n=l \ ^ n t=l 
(l-/3)9,x(i)+/3(g.x(i) + ^ ) 
n=l \ Vn i=i Vn i=i P / 
< (i-/?)f; f7^ Ekia^ «iy+/?E i^th^i^+'-^i 
„=1 \ V n j=i n=l \Qri i=i 
P o oo 
-El ^ 
2 n= l \ V n i= i 
o o / i n X F / o o / i n 
< E TT E 1*^ (011 +? E (TT E |29ixW| 
n=l \ V n j=i 
^isas'¥^'r 
< \\x\f + 6/2 + (2//?)"-^  E f TI" E hy(i)\ 
n=l \ V n j=i ; 
< iHr + €. 
3. Main Results 
Theorem 3.1. The space cesp{q) has the property {(3). 
Proof. Let cesp{q) do not have property (/3). Then there exists eo > 0 such 
that, for any S € (0,eo/(l + 2^"'"'')), there is a sequence (xn) C S{ceSp{q)) with 
sep(i„) > eo and an element XQ E S{ceSp(q)) such that 
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\Xn +Xol\P 
>1-S. 
for any n G N. 
Fix S e (0, eo/(l + 2^+P)). We want to show that 
(3.1.1) 1 A lim sup S ( 7 ^ X! k.a;fc(i)ir < r-—-• 
Otherwise, without loss of generality, we can assume that there exists a se-
quence {jk} such that jk —^ 00 as k —>• 00 and 
(3.1.2) 
00 1 n 9I+PA 
n=jfc+l 
for every k E N . Let S > 0 he a real number corresponding to e = S and 
L = 1 in Lemma 2.1. By absolutely continuity of the norm of XQ, there exists a 
positive integer rii such that 
00 -1 n 
\\xQXnun,+i,m+2,..\\^ = ^ ( 7 ^ El9.a;o(«)lf < <^i > 
n=ni + l 'Vn ,= i 
where XA denotes the characteristic function of the set A. 
Choose k so large that jk > ni. By the Lemma 2.1 and (3.1.2), we have 
00 1 n 
n=l V n ,=1 
qtXk{t) + qiXo{i) y 
n=l \ V n ,=1 n=ni + l V ^ n ,=1 
^ n = l V n ,=1 ^ n= l V n ,= i 
oo / i n 
n=n j+ l \ V n ,= i 
qxXk{i) 
+ 6 
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1 1 ni 1 fi 1 oo 1 n 
^ ^ n=l V n ,^1 ^ n=ni + l V n ,= i 
^ ^ n=\ Vn ,^1 -^  n=ni+l '^"1=1 
< 1-25+5 = 1-5. 
Hence a contradiction ,\.e. (3.1.1) must hold. 
Since 
( T ^ E \^Mi)\Y < ECT]- E h^k{i)\Y < 1, 
Vni ,=1 „=1 ^fn ,=:! 
we have |g,Xfc(i)| < Qm for k E N and z = 1,2, • • • ,ni . Hence there is a 
subsequence (z„) of (x„) and a sequence (a„) of real numbers such that 
hm qrZk{i) = a, 
k-¥oo 
for z = 1,2, • • •, Til. Threrefore, 
E ( ^ Eh^i)-<i^^(i)\r <s 
n-l **n ,= l 
for n, m sufficiently large . Consequently, 
oo 1 n 
n=l Vn ,=1 
E(7l-EM'^(o-9.^ ^(01)''+ E (7l-Ei9x^ feW-9.^ m(i)ir 
n=l Wn , _ i n=ni+l V n ,= i 
<I:i^t\<lMi)-Q^^m{i)\r+2^{ f; (p]-f:k,^.wi)^ 
n=l *«n t=l n=ni+l ^^ i= l 
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oo 1 " 
n = n i + l **n t = l 
i.e., sep{xn) < sep{zn) < CQ • Hence a contradiction. Therefore cesp{q) 
must have property (/?). 
Theorem 3.2. C{cesp{q)) = 2^/^. 
Proof. Let 
K = snp{A{{un)) : Un = Jl ^{'i)ei ^ S{ceSp{q)), 
»=«n-l + l 
0 = io <ii <i2 < •••,w„-^0,}. 
Then C{ceSp{q)) > K. Moreover , for any e > 0, there is a sequence 
(a^ n) C S{cesp{q)) with a;„-^0 such that 
A{{xn)) + e>C{ceSp{q)). 
By the definition of J4((X„)), there exists a subsequence (y„) of (a;„) such 
that 
(3.2.1) \\yr, + ym\\ + 2e>C{ceSp{q)) 
for any n,m E N with m ^ n. Take i;i = j/i. Then , by the absolute conti-
nuity of the norm of j/i, there exists ii e N such that 
II E vrii)e,\\<e. 
t = t i + i 
«i 
Putting ^1 = X) vi{i)ei, we have 
ll-zi + j/mjl = ||yi + i/m- E ^ i^W i^ll > ||yi + y m | | - e 
i=t i + l 
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for any m > 1. Hence by (3.2.1), we have 
\\zi+ym\\+Se>C{ceSp{q)) 
for any m > 1. Since y„(i) -> 0 for i = 1,2, • • •, there exists n2 E N with 
712 > ni such that 
WY.yr.iijeiW < e 
t = i 
whenever n > n2. Define V2 = yn2- Then there is 12 > ii such that 
II Yl t^ 2(i)eill < e. 
t=t2 + l 
t2 
Taking 22 = £ t'2(«)ej, we obtain 
00 ti 00 
Ikl + -2211 = II2/I - J ] t^ lW t^ + yna " X^^2(«)et " J^ ^2(0^1 
t=ti + l t=l i=i2+l 
>ll2/i + ?/n2l|-3e. 
Hence by (3.2.1), we immediately obtain 
\\zi + Z2\\ + 5e>C{cesp{q)). 
Suppose that increasing sequences {ij}J~J, {nj}*=i of natural numbers and 
a sequence {zj}'-ll of elements of cesp{q) are abready defined and 
\\zn + Zm\\+6e>C{ceSpiq)) 
for TO,n G {1,2,-• •, A; — l},m 7>^  n. Since yn(i)-> 0 for i = 1,2, •••, there 
exists an natural number n^ > Uk-i such that 
«fc-i 
|lE2/"We»|| <€ 
provided n>nk. Put i; == j/n -^ Then there is ik > ik-i such that 
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II j ; Vk{i)ei\\<e. 
Defining Zk = E Vk{i)ei we obtain 
» J - 1 CO ' f c - 1 OO 
\\zj + Zk\\ = ||y„,. - Yl i^W^» ~ Y. ^JW^' + ynk-Yl ^kii)ei - Yl M'i)ei\\ 
>l lyn,+ynJ | -4€ 
for j = 1,2, • • •, fc — 1. Hence, by (3.2.1), we obtain 
\\zj+Zk\\+Qe>C{ceSp{q)) 
for J = 1,2, • • •, A; — 1. using the induction principle, we can find a sequence 
(zn) satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) -2n = E Vn{i)ei, where 0 = io < ii <i2 < •• •; 
i=in-l+l 
(2) ||2„ + z„i\\ + 6e > C{cesp{q)) for m,n,eN, m^ n; 
(3) | | 2 „ | | < l / o r n = l ,2,---
(4) Zn-^0 as n-^ OO. 
Define it„ = z„/|J2n|| for each n EN. Then for every Un 6 S(ceSp{q)) and 
Il^n + «m|| = I I j j ^ + i i ^ l l > \\zn + Zm\\ > C{ceSp{q)) - 6e 
for any Tn,n e N,m^n. By the arbitrariness of e, we have C{ceSp{q)) = K. 
Let e > 0 be given. Take n^ E N such that 
a 
fc=i„.+l V * 
where 
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Hence for any m > ne, we have 
> E (^ El9."n.wir+ E i^iEh^Mir 
»=t„._l + l ' * * 1=1 fc=lm-l + l ^l' t = l 
o o i A : ° ° / j o o i A ; 
= E (o-Ei9."n.(oir- E (7fr+ E i^iEh^MiY 
»=t„<-l + l "«* 1=1 )t=tm-l *** fc=t„,_l+l ^ * 1=1 
> 1 - € + 1 = 2 - e, 
i.e. A{M) > (2 - e)) > (2 - 6)VP. 
On the other hand , for e £is mentioned above, by Lemma 2.1, there exists 
3 > 0 such that 
\x + y\\'-\\x\\^\<e 
whenever ||a;||P < 1 and ||J/||P < S. Take ns e N such that 
a 
fc=tn^ + l ^ * 
Hence for any m > n^, we have 
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t m - l 1 '^  oo 1 A: 
oo 1 A; oo -I k 
-1+1 •**: i=l fc=i„_i+l *«*: i=l 
oo 1 k 
fc=i„_i+i Qi' t=i 
E (;^Eki^«ir + IKlP 
< 2 + €, 
i . e .^ (K)) < (2 + €)V^ 
Since e was arbitrary, we obtain (C(ceSp{q)) = 1}I^. 
Corollary 3.3. The space cesy{(i)) has the Banach - Saks property . 
Proof. It follows immediately by Theorem 1 of [12] and Theorem 3.2. 
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CHAPTER VII 
PROPERTY (k - NUC) FOR A 
NORLUND-MUSIELAK-ORLICZ SEQUENCE SPACE 
1. Introduction 
The Norlund sequence space was introduced in [7] as follows; 
{ °° 1 " 1 
X = {x{k)) : 53 l y - X) (^n-kx{k)\^ < CO, 1 < p < oo ^, 
n=0 ^ " fc=0 J n where An = Y, <^k, which is a Banach space with usual norm 
*:=0 
( oo 1 n \ 1/P 
n=0 -^n fc=0 / 
Let A^ = (Mfc) be a Musielak - Orhcz function and a = (at) be a sequence 
of positive real numbers. Now we define the space ^{M) and call this new space 
as the Norlund-Musielak-Orlicz sequence space. 
K(X) := {x eui: QM{C^) < oo for some c > 0}, 
where QJ^ is a convex modular defined by 
oo 1 " 
n=0 -^n k=0 
For Mjt(x) = | i | ' ' , K(A^) is reduced to the Norlund sequence space defined 
by Wang[7]. 
We consider '(^.{M) equipped with the Luxemburg norm 
||a;|| = i n f { A > 0 : ^ ^ , ( ^ ) < l } 
under which it is a Banach space.We define the subspace S'K(A^) of K(A^) 
by 
S^{M) := {x Euj: QM{CX) < oo for all c > 0}. 
In this chapter we study some geometric properties of the space H{A4). In 
our main theorem we find a condition under which the space H{M) is k — NUC. 
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2. Auxiliary Results 
Proposition 2.1. For any x G i^(A^), we have 
(a) ||x|| < 1, then QM{X) < lkl|, and 
(b) \\x\\ > I, then Quix) > M\. 
Proof, (a) If a; = 0, then the inequality holds. Let x ^0. Then by the defini-
tion of 11.11, there is a sequence (e„) such that e„ 4- ||x|| such that QMif;;) < 1- This 
implies QAiij^i) < 1- Since QM is convex, we have QM{X) < \\X\\QM(J^^) < lkl|-
(b) Let ||x|| > 1. Then for e e (0, Mi l )^ we have (1 - e)||x|| > 1. By con-
vexity of QM, we have 1 < gA^((i4||^||) < ( T I ^ , so that (1 - €)||x|| < ^^(x) . 
By taking e -^ 0, we have QMI^) ^ Ikll-
The following result is directly obtained form Proposition 2.1(a). 
Corollary 2.2. If (x„) is a sequence i^{M) such that Xn -^ 0 as n -^ oo, 
then QMi^n) -> 0 as n —>• CO. 
Proposition 2.3. If a Musielak - Orlicz function M = (Mk) € 62, then 
Si<{M) = K(A^). 
Proof . If X € K(A<) , then the sequence a = {a{k)), defined by 
n 
<^{^) = IT- E a„_fcx(A;)| for all A; e /T^  is in IM- By M e 62 we have that 
" fc=0 
IM = hM- This impUes that eju(Ax) = IM{>^O) < 00 for all A > 0 hence 
X € K(A^). 
Proposition 2.4.(See [70]) If the Musielak-Orlicz function M = {Mk) 6 62, 
then 
(1) ||x|| = l ^ ^ ^ , ( x ) = l, 
(2) for every e > 0, there exists a ^ > 0 such that ||x|| < 1-5 whenever 
QM{X) < 1 - e . 
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Proposition 2.5. If the Musielak-Orlicz function M — (Mk) satiisfies con-
ditions (*) and /A E S2, then 
(i) for every e > 0 and c > 0, there exists a6 > 0 such that for any x,y E. ^(M), 
we have \QM{x + y)- QM{^)\ < ^ whenever QMIX) < c and QMiv) < ^, and 
(ii) for every e > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that ||x|| > 1+6 whenever 
Proof, (i) Let e > 0 and c > 0. By [11, Lemma 8], there exists a S > 0 such 
that for any a, 6 € /A<, we have 
(2.1) \lM{a + b)-lM{a)\<e 
whenever /ju(o) < c and /ju(t) < -^ For each i E N, let 
,r,^ - / sgn{x{i) + y{{)) , if x{i) + y{i) ^ 0, 
^ ^ " 1 1 , if x{i) + y{i) ^ 0. 
Then we have 
00 1 " 
(2.2) = £ Mk{\^±s{i)ar,_,xii)\ + 1 ^ i:s(i)a„_,y(z)| . 
Jfe=l ^n j=o ^ n i = 0 
n n 
Let o(fc) — \j^J2 s{i)an-ix{i)\ and 6(/i;) = ;;^ 13 s{i)an-iy{i)\ for all n e N. 
Then a = (a(A;)) e /JM and 6 = {b{k)) € A^^  , and from (2.2), we have 
QMi^ + y) = ^uia + b), IM{<^) < QM{X) and /jv<(6) < QMiv)-
Let x,y e i<{M) then QMi^) < c and Quiv) < <5- Thus /ju(a) < c and 
/A<(6) < S. By (2.1) we have 
QMix + y)- QM{X) < lM{a + b) - IM(O) < e, 
that is, 
(2.3) g^ix + y) < QM{X) + e 
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Now we need to show that 
(2.4) QMix) < QM(X + y) + e. 
Let for aMi EN, 
,(,\ _ / sgn{x(i)) , i{x(i)^0, 
^^'^~\ 1 , ifx{i)^0. 
Then we have 
QM{X) = QM{{X + y) + {-y)) = 
= L ^n f 1^ E«n-«(^ (0 + y(i)) + i-ym) 
n=0 \ ^ n 1=0 / 
oo / 1 n 1 " 
= E ^n Ml-E^(^K-i(a;(i) + yii))\ + li-Es('')(-fln-,yW)| 
n=0 \ ^ n i=0 ^ n t=0 > 
Put a(n) = 1^^ f: s{i)an-iix(i) + t/(0)| and b(n) = | ^ E s(e)(-a„_iy(i))| 
" t=0 1=0 
for all n 6 JV. It is clear that a = {a{k)) e IM and 6 = (6(/c)) G />^, and 
£'A<(a; + y) = -f>M{a + 6), /M(a) < eA<(x + y) and /M(fe) < QMiy)- Hence we have 
lM{a + b) <c and IM{-^) < ^- By (2.3), we have 
(2.5) \lM{a + b)- lM{a)\ = |/A,(a) - / ^ ( a + 6)| 
(2.6) = | / ^ ( a + b) + i-b)) ~lM{a + b)\ < e. 
This implies that 
eui^) - QM{x + y)< lM{a + b)- Ij^{a) < e, 
hence 
QM{X) < QM{^-\-y) + ^-
Thus (2.4) holds. Therefore (i) is obtained by (2.3) and (2.4). 
(ii)For any given e > 0 and by (i), there exists 5 6 (0,1) such that 
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implies that 
(2.7) QM{U + v) < QM{U) + e. 
U\\x\\<l + 6,thenQM{-^s)<ls.ud 
By (2.5) we have 
Hence (ii) is satisfied. 
Proposition 2.6. If the Musielak-Orlicz function M = (Mk) satisfies con-
ditions (*) and M € S2, then for any sequence (x„) C ^^(A^), ||a;n|| -> 1 imphes 
Proof. Let QMi^n) -/^ 1 as n —> 00 . Assume that there exists eo > 0 such 
that \QM{^n) — 1 > eo for all n e N. If ^A<(X„) - 1 > eo, then QMi^n) > 1 + eo by 
Proposition 2.5(ii), there exists 6 > 0 such that ||xn|| > 1+6. QMi^n) — 1 < —eo, 
then QMi^n) < 1 ~ 0^) by Proposition 2.4(2), there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
||a;„|| < 1 - S'. Hence ||a;„|| 7^ 1 as n -)• 00. 
Proposition 2.7. (See [70]) If a Musielak-Orlicz function M — (Mk) sati-
isfies conditions (*) and Ai E 62, then the norm convergence and modular con-
vergence coincide in K(A^). 
Proof. R:om Corollary 2.2 and because A^ 6 (^ 2, it suffices to prove that 
modular convergence implies norm convergence. To do this, let e 6 (0, ^), choose 
a positive integer K such that JTHT < ^^ ^- By Proposition 2.5(i), there exists 
a 6 e. {0, 27m) such that 
(2.8) QM{U) < 1, QM{V) < S ^ QM{U + V) < QM{U) + e. 
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If QMi^) < <^) by application of (2.6), we have 
QM{nx) < QM{X) + ne, for n = l , - - - , 2 ^ " ^ 
In particular, 
Qui^J < 0Mi2''-'x) < QM{X) + 2^-ie < ^ + ^ = 1-
This implies ||a;|| < Ae. 
3. Main Results 
Theorem 3.1. If the Musielak-Orlicz function M — (Mk) satisfies condi-
tions (*) and A^ € ^2.n ^2. then ^M) is fc - NUC. 
Proof. Let e > 0 be given and sequence (x„) C B{H{M)) with sep{{xn)} > 
e. For A^ e (^2 there exists a 5 > 0 such that 
Now we will show that for any j E N there exists Uj e N such that 
°° 1 ' S 
(3.1) E.mYE^-i^nM)>o 
otherwise, there exists a jo E N such that 
for any J eN. Put pn = (a;„(l),a;„(2),a;„(3), • • • ,a;„(jo),0,0,-• •) for nE N. 
Then there exists a subsequence (?/„,) C (?/„) such that 
Hence 
QM{ ^— >^z any / 7^  J. 
JO 
a- -r ^ (a;n,(m) - x„ (m))e^ 
QM{ 7, -) = QM[ 7, ) 
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E K,M-a;„^(m))e^ 
^QMi"^^^^ ^ ) 
JO 
< QM{^ 2 ) 
1 °° 1 ' 
^ t=jo+l ^^ m=0 
1 °° 1 * 
•^  t= jo+ l "^^ "1=0 
= QMi^^^'^) + ^  E M . ( | | t a_rr„,(m)|) 
^ ^ .= jO+l ^ « m = 0 
1 °° 1 ' 
+9 E ^»(lx E '^-m^^n.HI) 
-^  »=jo+l • m=0 
<5 (5 J 2(5 , 
which is a contradiction. Hence (2.7) is correct. Since Af E 62, there exists 
00 
6 € (0,1) and a sequence (/i,) € /?"*" with XI Mt{ht) < 00 such that 
t = i 
M.(^) < ^ M , ( « ) 
holds for every i E N and w satisfies Mt{ht) < M,(w) < 1. Using M E 82 
again , there exists Si > 0 such that 
\QM{X + y) - QM{X)\ < Y ^ 
whenever ex(x) < 1 and QMiv) < ^i- Take ni < 712 < • • • < n^.i 6 A^ . Note 
that 
PA<( ^ —) < 00 
and QM{^ni) < 00 for / = 1,2, • • •,/c — 1. There exists a jo E N such that 
(3.2) y M,(| ^ y - ^ - i ^ » ' ( 0 + ^ ' - 2 ^ " 2 ( 0 + --- + a.-(fc-i)a:nfc_,(0,. ^ ^^  
t=Jo+l "^ ^ 1=0 ^ 
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(3.3) f; M.(4^a._,x„^(Z)|)<^, (j = l ,2, . . . , fc-l) 
,=jo+l ^ ' /=0 "^  
(3.4) ^ M.(/i.) < 
t=;o+i 
By using (3.1) there 3 a n^ 6 ^  such that 
(3.5) £ M,{\-^±a,.,Xr,,m>i 
Prom (2.8),(3.1),(3.2)and (3.3) we have 
Xn, +Xn2+Xn3 + f- X^^ - V J\f C| ^ V Qt-lJ^m (Q + a,-2a^n2 ( 0 H + Qt-fca^ nfc ( 0 
, v^ ,-/. 1 ^a,_iX„i(/) + a,_2X„2(0+ --- + a,-fca;„;,(/)., 
+ zZ ^ ^ » ( I T 2 ^ ^ 1 ^ 1 ) 
fc JO 1 v^ 
<4-EEM(li-E«.-'^n,(OI) 
<^EEM(lxE^.-'^n,(oi) 
+ - 7 - E Af.(|-j:a,_,x„,(0|)+ E ^«(/^0 + ^ 
^ t=jo+l "^ i /=0 t=jo+l ^''^ 
<J-EE^ .^(lxE^-'^n,(/)|) 
-? E M(||ta._,x„,(/)|) + | 
'^ «=J0+1 "^ i /=0 "'" 
< 1 H = 1 . 
3k Qk 6k 
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Since M E 62 and satisfies (*) - condition, by Proposition 2.4(2) there is 
7 e (0,1) such that 
I '^ni " r -^n2 "r ' ' "^ nife i 
" k 
Thus H{M) isk- NUC. 
< 1 - 7 . 
CoroUsiry 3.2. If the Musielak-Orlicz function M. — (Mk) satiisfies condi-
tions (*) and M E 62^62, then 
(i) K(A^) has the Banach-Saks property i.e. K(A^) is reflexive and it has weak 
Banach-Saks property. 
(ii) ^M) is NUC. 
We know that k - NUC =^ kR ^ R and Rfx and k - NUC =^ (NUC) 
=?• property(H) and Rfx, where Rfx denotes for reflexivity. 
By Theorem 3.1 We have the following results. 
Corollary 3.3.: [10] For 1 < p < 00, the space ^^ p is fc - NUC. 
CorollEiry 3.4. For 1 < p < 00, the space ^ is kR and (NUC). 
Corollary 3.5. For 1 < p < 00, the space Kp has the drop property. 
4. Riesz-Musielak-Orlicz sequence space 
In this section we define the Riesz sequence space r^ with the aid of Musielak-
Orlicz function which is analogous to the space H{M) . So the results of Section 
2 can also be proved similarly for the space r'(vM) which we define as follows. 
Let M = {Mk) be a Musielak - Orlicz function and q = (qk) he a bounded 
sequence of real numbers . The Riesz-Musielak-Orlicz sequence space is defined 
by 
r''{M) := {x Eu : QM{CX) < 00 for some c > 0}, 
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where QM is ^ convex modular defined by 
oo 1 ** 
k=l '^ fc j=0 
k 
and (5fc = E 9»-
t=i 
We consider r'^{M) equipped with the Luxemburg norm 
||a;|| = i n f { A > 0 : e ( ^ ) < l } 
under which it is a Banach space. 
. We define the subspace Sr'^{M.) of r ' ( X ) by 
Sr'^iM) -.-{xeu : QM{CX) < oo for all c > 0}. 
Proposition 4.1. For any x 6 r'^{M), we have 
(a) ||a;|| < 1, then Qui^) < lk| | , and 
(6) ||a;|| > 1, then ^^(a;) > ||x||. 
The following result is directly obtained form Proposition 3.1(a). 
Corollsiry 4.2. If (x„) is a sequence in r^{M) such that x„ —>^ 0 as n -4 oo, 
then ^M(X„) -> 0 as n -> oo. 
Proposition 4.3. If a Musielak-Orlicz function M = (Mk) € ^2; then 
Proposition 4.4. If the Musielak-OrUcz function M = (Mk) 6 62, then 
(1) \\x\\ = 1<^ QM{X) ^ 1, 
(2) for every e > 0, there exists a <5 > 0 such that (|a;|| < 1 — 6 whenever 
QM{X) <l-e. 
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Proposition 4.5. If the Musielak-Orlicz function M = {Mk) satiisfies con-
ditions (*) and A^ e <^2, then 
(i) for every e > 0 and c > 0, there exists a 5 > 0 such that for any x,y E r'(A^), 
we have 
\QM{X + y)- QM{'^)\ < e whenever QM{X) < c and QMiv) < ^, and 
(ii) for every e > 0, there exists a S > 0 such that ||x|| > 1 + S whenever 
QM{X) > 1 +€. 
Proposition 4.6. If the Musielak-Orlicz function M = (Mk) satiisfies con-
ditions (*) and M € S2, then for any sequence (x„) C r'(A^), ||xn|| -> 1 imphes 
QMM -> 1. 
Proposition 4.7. In Riesz Musielak ~ Orhcz sequence space.If a Musielak-
Orhcz function M = (Mk) satiisfies conditions (*) and M E 62, then the norm 
convergence and modular convergence coincide. 
Theorem 4.8. If the Musielak-Orhcz function M = (Mk) satiisfies condi-
tions (*) and MeS2nS^, then r'^{M) is k - NUC. 
Corollsiry 4.9. If the Musielak-Orlicz function M = (Mk) satiisfies condi-
tions (*) and M €62^62, then 
(i) r''{M) has the Banach-Saks property i.e. r'(A^) is reflexive and it has weak 
Banach-Saks property. 
(ii) riiM) is NUC. 
By Theorem 4.8. We have the following results. 
Corollary 4.10. For 1 < p < 00, the space r^is k — NUC. 
Corollary 4.11. For 1 < p < 00, the space r ' is kR and (NUC). 
Corollary 4.12. For 1 < p < 00, the space r« has the drop property. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
SPACES OF STRONGLY SUMMABLE SEQUENCES 
DEFINED BY MUSIELAK-ORLICZ FUNCTION 
1.Introduction 
In this chapter we define the notion of strong summability by a sequence of 
Orlicz functions and examine its relationship with A-statistical convergence. 
The spaces of strongly summable sequences were discussed by Maddox [42]. 
Parashar and Choudhary [55] defined these spaces by using the idea of Orlicz 
function as follows: 
Let p = (pk) he a sequence of positive real numbers and u be the space of 
all real sequences. Then 
Wo{M,p) = lxeuj:-J2 
"ife=i 
M n ^ -> 0 as n ^ oo, for some p > 0 >, 
WiM,p) = {xeuj:x-eee WQ{M,P), ^ > 0 } , 
Pk ^ 
< CO, for some p > 0 f 1 " Woo{M,p) = -^  a; € a;: sup - ^ 
•" "fc=i 
M ^ 
If M{x) = X, then the above spaces are deduced to [C, l,p]o, [C,l,p] and 
[C, l,p]oo respectively. For pfc = p > 0 for each k, we denote these sequence spaces 
by WS{M), WP{M) , and WP,{M) respectively 
Let X be a Banach space and OJ{X) denote the space of all sequences x = (xk) 
in X. A matrix A = (onfc)^ fc is called regular on u){X) if A maps c{X) into c(X) 
and Um„ An{x) = lim^ Xk in X. It is known that a matrix A is regular on u}{X) 
if and only if it is regular on u. The necessary and sufficient conditions for A to 
be regular [25] on a; are («) sup„X)|«nfc| < oo, («0 lim„anfc = 0 for each k, 
k 
and {Hi) Hm„X)flnfc — 1- These are well-known Silverman-Toeplitz conditions 
k 
(see [25]). A matrix A is said to be uniformly regular if it is regular, Onk > 0 and 
limsup„X:|anfc| = 0 . 
k 
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We define the following sequence spaces 
Let A = icink)^k ^^ ^ non-negative regular matrix and M = (Mfc) a sequence 
of Orlicz functions such that each Mk satisfies Sx— condition. Then for p > 0 
WSiM,A,X) = lxe ij{X) : lim^a„fc luk ( — ) ) = 0, for some p > o | , 
W^{M, A,X) = {xeuj: there exists XQ e X, {xk - XQ) G WS{M, A, X)}. 
For xeWPiM,A,X), we write Xk ^ xo{W^iM,A,X)). 
If Mfc(x) — x for each k, then these spaces are reduced to WQ{A,X) and 
W^(A,X) respectively, where 
W^{A,X) = L e s{X) : ]lmY;^ank\\xk - a;or = o | 
If (Mk) is replaced by (fk) a sequence of modulus functions , then the above 
spaces are reduced to the spaces defined by Kolk [32]. 
2. Inclusion Relations 
In this section, we prove the following results. 
Theorem 2.1. WS{A,X) C WS{M,A,X) if and only if 
(2.1.1) lim sup Mk{t) = 0 (t> 0). 
t-^0+ k 
Proof. Let W^{A,X) C WE{M,A,X) . If we take A = I (unit matrix), 
then this inclusion is reduced to 
co{X)cco{M,X) 
where 
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co{M,X)^lxe u{X) : l i m j ] (MH ( i M j j ^ Q,for some p > o l 
Suppose that (2.1.1) fails to hold. Then there exists a number CQ > 0 and an 
index sequence (fcj) such that 
(2.1.2) Mfc,(f)>eo (i = l ,2 . . . ) 
for a positive sequence (ti) € CQ. Define the sequence x = (xk) by 
Xk 
Uy, for k = ki and for a fixed y E X with ||y|| = 1; 
0, \ik^ ki. 
Then x e Co{X) since U e CQ , and hence x e co{M, X) . On the other hand, 
by (2.1.2) and 6;^—condition we have 
Mk,(^J^=Mk,(^j^>^^,K>0,p>l, {i = l,2...) 
i.e., X ^ co(m,X) , a contradiction. Therefore (2.1.1) must hold. 
Conversely, suppose that (2.1.1) holds. Then for every e > 0 there exists a 
number 6 such that 0 < (J < 1 and 
(2.1.3) 
1 
^fc(0 < TTTir ,k = l,2--- fort<6 Mil 
For a sequence x = {xk) 6 WS{A, X) let 
r„ = ^ a„fc M' 
so that lim„ r„ = 0. Now 
(2.1.4) Y^^nk M. M I __// = E + E 
where E' is the sum over k such that ^ ^ < 5 and E " is the sum over k such 
p ~ 
Since A is regular and by (2.1.3), we have 
that ^^>6 
p 
; f 
l^i'.,.,. > Hfu L'nivct ^ • i ^ l 
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(2.1.5) E < e 
By (2.1.1), we have 
(2.1.6) supMfc((5) = / /<cx)for ^ > ( 5 > 0 
k P 
Since each Mk is non-decreasing and convex, we have by (2.1.6) and 
(J;^ —condition that for A' > 0 
MJM]=MJ5S-^\M 
P 
I.e. 
(2.1.7) S <{K5-^HYTn. 
Hence E " -> 0 as n -4 oo. Therefore x £ WQ{M^A,X). This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. W^{M,A,X) C W^{A,X) if and only if 
(2.2.1) inf Mkit) > 0 (f > 0) 
k 
Proof. Let W^{M,A,X) C Wj(A,X). Suppose that (2.2.1) does not hold. 
Then 
(2.2.2) inf Mk{t) = 0 (i > 0) 
and thus we can choose an index sequence (fcj) such that 
(2.2.3) Mk,{U)<- (i = l ,2, .- .) 
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Now, define a sequence x — (xk) by 
{ toy, for k = ki where y £ X with ||y|| = 1 and to > 0; ' 0 , otherwise 
Then ||a;fc|| = ||xfc.|| = to, and so by (2.2.2) and (2.2.3) we get 
l i j n M . ( ^ ) = 0 
and hence 
Urn. 
k 
Mv WW 
V 
= 0 
P . 
Further by regularity of A, we have 
p 
lim^a„fc 
* k 
MjEi! = 0 
p . 
i.e. X = (xfc) e WQ{m, A,X). But on the other hand 
lim]^a„fc||xfc||'' = fo hm^a„fc = tl, since A is regular. 
k k 
Hence x ^ WS{A,X). Which contradicts that WS{M,A,X) C W^o^(A,X). 
Hence (2.2.1)must hold. 
Conversely, let (2.2.1) hold and x € Wo{M,A,X). Suppose that x ^ 
Wo(M, A,X). Then for some number eo > 0 and index fco we have 
||2;jfci|| > Co {i E N) for some subsequence of indices (ki), since A is regular. Thus 
Mfc I - J < Mjt ( i ! ^ J for some p > 0 , 
and further by regularity of A, we have Um^ Mk(^) = 0 which contradicts 
(2.2.1). Hence x E Wo{A, X). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
3. A-Statistical Convergence 
In this section we find relation of A-statistical convergence with strong A-
summability defined by a sequence M = (M^) of Orlicz functions. 
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Let K = {ki} be an index set, i.e. precisely the sequence (/cj) of indices. Let 
(f)'' be the characteristic sequence of K, i.e. (p'' — (0^), where 
, ^ f 1: If j = k, i = l,2 
•' I 0 , otherwise. 
If 0*^  is (C, l)-summable then the hmit 
is called the eisymptotic density of K and is denoted by 6{K). 
An index set K = {ki} is said to have A-density if 
6A{K) =\[mAn<f>' k 
n 
= Urn V Onfc 
n *-^ k£K 
exists, where A = {cLnk)^,k=i is a non-negative regular matrix (cf [31]). 
The idea of statistical convergence was introduced by Fast [18] and studied 
by various authors, e.g. by §alat [59], Preedman and Sember [19], Pridy [20] 
Connor [9], and Kolk [31] . 
A sequence x = {xk) € c<;(X) is said to be A-statistically convergent to 
XQ, (see [31]) i.e. Xk -> XQ{SA{X)) if for every e > 0, 6^(1^) = 0, where 
Le = {k : \\xk - xo\\ > e}. We denote by SAiX) the set of all A-statistically 
convergent sequences in X. If A is Ci—matrix, then A-statistical convergence is 
reduced to the statistical convergence. 
Example. Define xt = 1 if A; is a square and Xfc = 0 otherwise. Then 
\{k <n: Xk ^ 0}| < (n)^/^ , so re = (xk) is statistically convergent to 0. 
Theoem 3.1. Let A be uniformly regular matrix and the sequence M = 
(Mfc) be a pointwise convergent. Then 
Xk ^ xo{WiiM,A,X)) =^Xk-> xoiSAiX)), 
if and only if 
(3.1.1) limMfc(0>0 {t>0). 
k 
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Proof. Let e > 0 . Then as in [33 , Theorem 3.8] we can find numbers s > 0 
and r E N such that 
(3.1.2) 
k > r 
Mk 
\Xk -X\ 
Where L^ = {k : )|xjt — XQ\\ > e] . Since xjt —>• XQ{WQ{M, A,X)) implies that 
6A{Li) = liin„ X) Onfc = 0. Therefore Xk -> XQ{SA{X). 
Conversely, suppose that Xk —> XO{WQ{M,A,X)) =^ xjt —>^  XO{SA{X)). If 
(3.1.1.) is not true, we have 
limMkUo) = 0 for some to > 0. 
k 
Since >1 is uniformily regular, by Lemma 2.4. of Kolk [33], there exists an infinite 
index set K = {ki) with SA{K) = 0. Define a sequence y = (y^) by 
Vk 
fo, keK, 
otherwise; 
where z E X with \\z\\ = 1. Then 
Um Mk 
k 
'Wvk 
= 0, 
and by the regularity of A we have 
yk-^OiW^{M,AX)) 
But for 0 < € < to, 
^A{k : ||y|| > e) = /im^ Y. ""fc - SA{K) = 1 - 0 = 1 . 
k 
Thus yk does not -> 0(iS'^(X)) , i.e. contradiction to the hypothesis. Hence 
(3.1.1) must hold. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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CHAPTER IX 
ON A NEW SEQUENCE SPACE RELATED TO THE 
ORLICZ SEQUENCE SPACE 
1. Introduction 
The space Tn{4>) was introduced by Sargent [61] and further studied by 
Malkowsky and Mursaleen [48] and Mursaleen [52]. In this chapter we extend 
this space to m(M,</>,p) and study some of its topological properties, inclusions 
relations and its relation with the Orlicz sequence space IM-
Let C denote the space whose elements are finite sets of distinct positive 
integers. Given any element a of C, we denote by c(cr) the sequence {cn(cr)} 
which is such that c„(cr) = 1 if n e <T, Cn(cr) = 0 otherwise. Further 
C,:=\aeC:Y.cM<s\{cf[52]), 
n = l 
the set of those a whose support has cardinaUty at most s, and 
$ : = J 0 = (0„) Go; :</.!> 0, A(/>fc > 0 and A f ^ J < 0 (fc = 1,2,.. . ) | , 
where A(/»n = 0„ —(/>„_!; and u is the set of all real or complex sequences x = [xk). 
For (f) E $, we define the following sequence space, introduced by Sar-
gent [61] , 
m(0) := < a; = (Xn) € a;: sup sup — Y" | x^ | < oo 
Recently the space Tn{(p) was extended to m{<f),p) by Tripathy and Sen [69] 
as follows: 
^(<f>>p) ••= < a: = (xk) e uj : sup sup — V | Xk ]"< oo > . 
[ s>l aeC, <Ps ^ J 
The study of Orlicz sequence spaces have been made recently by various 
authors (cf [15],[16],[37],[55],[68]). In this cpapter we define the following sequence 
spaces. 
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i(M, (f)) := < X e (jJ : sup sup — Y^MI -—- ] [ s>i cec. <t>st^„ \ P J m{ , { X e u : sup sup -r22^\ I < oo for some p > 0 
m(M, 0,p) := < X e w : sup sup -p V* M ( — ' - I < oo for some p > Q 
Remark 1. (i) If 0n = 1 for all n = 1,2,•••; then m{M,(j)) 
IM and Tn{M,<l),p) = IpiM); where 
i^kr lp{M) := ix eco -.^M I -—- < oo for some p> 0>. 
fc=i 
(ii) I f 0 „ = n (n = l,2, •••), then m{M,(p,p) =m{M,(f>) = looiM);-where 
loo(M) := \x eoj: supM ( I < oo for some o > 0 >. 
{ k>i \ p J J 
2. Topological Properties 
A sequence space E is said to be solid (or normal) if {otkXk) E E, whenever 
(xk) € E for all sequences (a^) of scalars such that la^l < 1 for all k e N. 
A sequence space E is said to be symmetric if (xn) E E implies (a;7r(n)) E E, 
where 7r(n) is a permutation of the elements of N. 
A sequence space E is said to be monotone if E contains the canonical preim-
ages of all its step spaces 
Lemma [72]. A sequence space E is solid implies E is monotone. 
Theorem 2 .1. m{M,4>,p) is a linear space. 
Routine verification. 
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Theorem 2.2. The space m{M,(p,p) is a complete seminormed space, semi-
normed by 
gix) = inf L > 0 : sup sup ^  y ; M ( 1 ^ ) < 1 
s>l ceC. (f>sttc \ P J 
Proof. It is clear that g{x) > 0 for all x E m{M,<f),p) and g{9) = 0. Let 
/9i > 0 and p2 > 0 be such that 
s u p s u p ^ E ^ ^ f — ' | < 1 
S>\ C^C. <Ps kecT \ Pi J 
and 
s u p s u p ^ 5 : M f ! ^ l < l . 
S>1 <T&C. <Ps kea \ P^ J 
Let p = Pi + P2- Then we have 
'\xk + yk\^' 
sup sup — y ] M I -
s>l <T€C. (ps k&c V P 
< sup sup -r y,M I 
s>l (Tec. (Ps^cr \ Pl+ P2 J 
< sup 3up 1 E l^^l^ f ^ 1 + ^ ^ M f M ' 
\Pl + P2 J s>\ ,T^C. (ps t^„ \ P\ ) 
+ T^rr sup sup — 2^ M' ' ' 
Pi+ P2J »>i <7€C. <?i, jte<7 V ^2 / 
< 1. 
Now we need to show that g{x + y) < g{x) + g{y). Since the p's are nonneg-
ative, so we have 
g{x + y) = inf < p > 0 : sup sup -r^^M {• 
[ s>i aee. 4>s fce^ V 
Xk + Vkl^X ^^ 
< inf ^ Pi > 0 : sup sup ^  V M f i ^ ) < 1 
s>\ <Tec. (ps fcg^ V ^1 / 
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+ inf J p2 > 0 : sup snp^TM ( 1 ^ ) < 1 
[ s>l aeC, (pstta \ P2 J 
which implies that g{x + y) < g{x) + g(y). 
Now for A e C, without loss of generality, let X^O, then 
g{Xx) = inf i /9 > 0 : sup sup ^ V M (\^^] < i 
[ s>l a^C. <Ps fcg^ \ P J 
= inf \ (lAlr) > 0 : sup sup ^ Y" M ( 1 ^ ) < 1 i , where r =-^ 
\ s>i a^c. <Ps^^ \ r J j |A| 
= |A| inf i r > 0 : sup sup i - V M ( ! ^ ) < 1 
[ s>l <reC. (Pstt^ \ ^ J 
= \M^). 
Now to show the completeness, suppose that (a;') is a Cauchy sequence in 
m{M,^,p), where x* = {x\,) = {x\,X2,x*^,-• •) e m{M,<f>,p) for all i e N. Let 
r > 0 and XQ be fixed . Then for each ~ > 0, there exists a positive integer no 
such that 
g(x^ — x^)<—, for all i,j >nQ 
rxQ 
implies that 
(2.2.1) inf L : sup sup ^ V M ('^*=~ ^' | < 11 < e, for all i,j > no. 
[ '>i -^ ec. <Psk^„ \ p J J 
By (2.2.1) for all i,j > no, we have 
which imphes that 
sup sup — 5J M i-A- 51^ < 1 
s>i <rec.(ps^^ \g{x'-xi)J 
i-Mf|f->n<i 
01 \9ix'-xJ))-
-^7^ ^ Hr < (pi for all i,j > no, and k e N. 
g{x'-x^)J 
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For r > 0 we have ^r]{^) > 0i, where T} is the kernel associated with M, 
such that 
Hence {x{)^i is a Cauchy sequence in R, which is complete. For each k E N, 
there exists Xk E R such that \xl - Xk\ -^ 0 as i -^ 00. By the continuity of M , 
we have 
sup sup -r z^M \ < 1 
s>l cr^C. (ps k&a y P j 
sup sup -1-^2,^ \ ] — ^  ^°^ some p > 0. 
s>\ <7€C. 0« ^ V P J 
Taking the infimum of such p's, by (2.2.1) we get 
{ \ f\x\ — Xk\^\ 1 
p : sup sup — ^2^1 I - -^  r < )^ ^°^ ^ ^^  '^ •? - ^o-
.>i aec. <Pst^^ \ P J J 
Since m{M,<p,p) is a linear space and {x^k ) and (x^ — x].) are in m{M,<l),p) 
, then we have 
(xfc) = ( 4 ) + {xk - 4 ) e m{M,(f),p) 
Thus m{M,(f),p) is complete . 
Theorem 2.3. The space m{M,<p,p) is solid, symmetric and monotone. 
Proof. Let x G m{M,<f)^p). Then we have 
(2.3.1) sup sup ^ V M ( 1 ^ 1 < 00. 
^>i <Tec. (pstta \ P J 
Now let (Afe) be a sequence of scalars with |Afe| < 1 for all k E N. Then from 
(2.3.1) we have 
EM(^)<EMM(!f] 
t^a \ P J tta \ P J 
kkl" 
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Hence m{M, </>, p) is solid. The symmetricity of the space follows from the def-
inition of the space 'm{M, 4>, p). By the Lemma it follows that the space Tn{M, 0, p) 
is monotone. 
3. Inclusions Relations 
In this Section we establish some inclusion relations between the spaces de-
fined in Section 1 and the following spaces. 
Let Ai = (Mfc) be a sequence of OrUcz functions each satisfying 62 
condition. Then we define 
m{M,<p,p) = {x Eu : sup sup V] Mk ( ) < 00 for some p > 0} 
«>1 <^eC, kecr \ P J 
and 
co{M, 0,p) = {x e w : hm sup V] Mk = 0} 
* ^ ~ a e C , j t e < r \ P J 
co((/>) = {x euj: lim sup V" \xk\ - 0} 
Theorem 3.1. Let M. = (Mfc) be a sequence of Orlicz functions each 
satisfying bi — condition. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) rn(</>) Cm(A^,(/»,p) 
(ii) CQ{(t>) Qrn{M,(l>,p) 
(iii) sup sup J2 Mk{t) < 00 . 
3>1 treCtkecr 
Proof. (i)=> (ii) is clear since m(0) C co(0). 
(ii) =i>(iii): Let co{<p) C m{M,<p,p). Suppose that (iii) is not true. Then 
sup sup Yl Mk{t) = 00 for all t >Q and there exists a sequence (/ij) of positive 
integers such that 
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(1) T.MkA-)>i for i = l,2,... 
Now we define x — (xk) by 
f i if k = ki for i = l ,2 , - - - , 
1 0 , otherwise. 
Then x e CQ{(P) but by (1), x ^ m(M,(f>,p) which contradicts (ii). Hence 
(iii) is true. 
(iii)=^ (i): Let (iii) be true and x 6 m(</>). If we suppose that x ^ m{M,(f>,p) 
, then 
sup sup ^ Mk l^kl" = oo . 
«>1 <reC.fcg^ \ P J 
If we take f = 1^^ , then 
sup sup ^ MA;(<) = oo 
which contradicts (iii). Hence m(0) C m{/A,(l>,p). 
Theorem 3.2. Let M = (Mk) be a sequence of Orlicz functions each 
satisfying S2 — condition. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) Co{M,<p,p) Cco(0), 
(ii) co{M,(p,p) Cm(0) , 
(iii) inf sup E Mk{t) > 0 {t > 0) 
Proof. (i)=^ (ii) is clear. 
(ii) =>(iii): Let CQ{Ai,<f>,p) C Tn{(f>). Suppose that (iii) does not hold. Then 
inf sup J2 Affc(t) = 0 {t > 0) and there exists a sequence (ki) of positive integers 
«^i (Tec, kecT 
such that 
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(2) X^Mfc,(z2)<- for i = l , 2 , . . . 
Now define the sequence x = (xk) by 
v2 if k = ki for i = 1,2, • • •, 
* I 0 , otherwise 
By (2), X e co(-M,0,p) but x ^ m((/i) which contradicts (ii). Hence (iii) is 
true. 
(iii)=^ (i) : Let (iii) be true and x e CQ(M.,(P,P) i.e. 
lim sup y MkC-^) = 0 
Suppose that x ^ co{<p). Then for some number €o > 0 and positive integer 
ko we have ^ > eo for some p > 0, i.e. Mfc(e) < M f c ( ^ ) fork> ko , 
p > 0. Therefore 
h:m sup Y: Mkieo) < ]im sup ^ M , ( l ^ ) = 0 
=> hm sup V Mfc(eo) = 0 
which contradicts (iii). Thus co{M,<p,p) Q co(0). 
Theorem 3.3. The inclusion m{M,<f>,p) C co(0) holds if and only if 
(3) hm sup ^ Mk{t) = CO for t > 0. 
"-'^aec. leCT 
Proof. Let m{M.,(l),p) C co(0). Suppose (3) does not hold. Then there 
exists a number to > 0 and a sequence (ki) of positive integers such that 
(4) hm sup V MkAto) < M < oo. 
"^^^ k&<T 
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Now we define the sequence x = (xk) by 
_ j to , if k = ki for z = 1,2, • • •, 
* ~ 1 0 , otherwise. 
Thus X € Co(M,4>,p), by (4). But x ^ co{</)), so that (3) must hold if 
co{M,<i),p) Cco(</)). 
Conversely let (3) hold. If a; € co{M,<p,p), then 
sup sup T Mk f 1 ^ I < M < CO for k = 1,2, 
*>i ^ec.jte^ \ P J 
Suppose that x ^ co(</»). Then for some number eo > 0 and positive integer 
ko we have ^ > eo for some p > 0, i.e. Mfc(e) < Mk{^) , k > ko , p > 0. 
Therefore 
lim sup X; Mfc(eo) < lim sup J ^ M f c ( ^ ) = 0 . 
=^ hm sup y^ Mkieo) — 0 
which contradicts (iii). Thus x G CQ(</>). 
Theorem 3.4. The inclusion m(</>) C co(A^,0,p) holds if and only if 
(5) hm sup V Mfc(t) = 0 for <> 0. 
Proof. Suppose that Tn(0) C co(A^,0,p) but (5) does not hold. Then 
(6) hm sup y^ Mjt(to) = / ^ 0 for some o^ > 0. 
Define the sequence x = {xk) by 
a^fc = io 
for Ar = 1,2, • • •. Then x ^ co(A^,0,p), by (6). Hence (5) must hold. 
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Conversely let x e m{<f)), and suppose that (5) holds. Then 
sup sup ^(|a:jt|) < M < oo for A; = 1,2, • • •. 
and 
Hence x E co{M,4>,p). 
Theorem 3.5. m(M,(f),p) C m(M,ip,p) if and only if sup ( ^ ) < oo. 
S>1 ^^'^ 
Proof. Let sup (^) < oo and x E m{M,(f>,p). Then 
sup sup -r 2.M I < oo, for some p > 0 
s>l <reC. <Ps kea \ P J 
=> sup sup -— > Ml < sup - — s u p sup —yM\ 
< oo. 
Therefore x E m{M,ip,p). 
Conversely, let m{M,<f>,p) C m{M,xp,p) and suppose that s u p ( ^ ) = oo. 
Then there exists a sequence (sj) of natural numbers such that 
lim (^] = oo. 
Let X E m{M,4>,p). Then there exists p > 0 such that 
sup sup -r y^M \ • < oo. 
*>1 <T€C. <Ps kea \ P J 
Now we have 
sup sup -— > M ^ ^ > sup —-^  sup sup -— > M -! ^ = oo. 
s>l .reC. tps ^^ \ P J i>\yPsiJ'>>ic^C.(t>s^„ \ P J 
Therefore x ^ m^Mjijjjp). This contradict to m{M,(l),p) C m(M,7p,p). 
Hence sup f ^ j < oo. 
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Theorem 3.6. lj,{M) Cm{M,(f>,p) Cl^{M) for all 4>e^. 
Proof. Since (pi < (ps < s<pi for all 0 6 $ , that is (f>J^ < 0r^ and ^ <<f>i, 
it follows that sup 07^ < oo and sup(^) < oo. Hence from Theorem 3.1 and 
S>1 S>1 
Remark 1, it foUows that lp{M) C m{M,(p,p) C 1^{M) for all (pe^. 
Theprem 3.7. (a) Tn{M,(p,p) - lp{M) iff lim (ps < oo. 
ih)m{M,cP,p)^UM) iff ; im(^)>0. 
Proof, (a) li ips = I for all s in Theorem 3.1, then we get Tn{M,(f),p) Q 
lp{M) iff sup04 < oo. Hence by Theorem 3.6, we have (a), since (0^) is mono-
S>1 
tonic. 
(b) Similarly, by Theorem 3.1 , we get loo{M) C •m{M,(f),p) iff supg>i(^) < 
oo. Hence by Theorem 3.6, we have (b), since (^) is monotonic. 
Corollary 3.8. m{M,(p) = IM iff lim 4>s < co-
Theorem 3.9. L/et M, Mi,M2 be Orhcz functions each satisfying 2^ - con-
dition. Then 
(i) m{Mi,<p,p) Cm{M o Mi,(l>,p), 
(ii) m(Mi,</),p) r\m{M2,<p,p) =m{Mi + M2,(f>,p). 
Proof . (i) Suppose that x G m(Mi,0,p). Then there exists p > 0 such that 
sup sup -r y.Mi I -—- < oo. 
s>l o^C. <Ps kecT \ P J 
Now if we take 0 < e < 1 and S with 0 <6 <1 then M{t) <eioi 0<t <5. 
Put y^ = M (\°'^''tj and for any a eCg consider 
where the first summation is over yk < ^ and second is over y^ > 5. 
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We know that an Orlicz function satisfies the inequality 
M{Xx) < XM{x) for all A with 0 < A < 1. 
By above inequality we have 
(3.9.1) E'M(yfe) < M(l)E 'y ' t < M{2)Y!yk. 
For yfe > <^  we use the fact that 
since M is no-decreasing and convex, so 
Miy,) < M (l + I ) < iM(2) + 1M ( ^ ) . 
Since M satisfies 62— condition, so we have 
= K^M{2). 
0 
Hence , 
(3.9.2) E ^(J/*) ^ D^^(l' K6-'Mi2))J^'yk. 
Prom (3.9.1) and (3.9.2) we have (xjt) € m{MoMi,<f),p). Thus m(Mi,0,p) C 
m(M o Mi,<p,p). 
(ii) Let (xk) 6 m{Mi,4>,p)nm(M2,<p,p). Then there exists /? > 0 such that 
sup sup - r V Ml ^—- < CO 
and 
sup sup — > M2 ^ < 00. 
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The remaining part of the proof follows from the equality 
fcG<7 
^k ^k 
fceCT 
^k 
Put Mi{x) = a; in Theorem 3.9(i) We have the following result. 
Corollary 3.10. Let M be an Orlicz function satisfying 2^— condition. 
Then m((p,p) C m{M,(p,p). 
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